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Preface 

China's long history defies all attempts at summary analysis. For example, 
in order to discuss, to any degree of substance, so well-defined a judicial system 
as that of criminal procedure, one has to begin by isolating time-periods ( one 
dynasty has usually proved the most convenient unit). On the other hand, 

researchers in Chinese history often discover that the outstanding feature of 
one period can be equally representative of others, particularly where those 
features relate to fundamental issues. Accordingly, I am reluctant to construct 

a theoretical foundation limiting description to one particular period. While 
it would be incorrect to use the term 'stagnancy' in speaking of China, what 

is indisputable, however, is that her long history progressed in a fundamentally 

[This article was originally written in Japanese: Shiga Shuzo ;15ijf:%.=, "Shincho Jidai no 
Keiji Saiban-Sono Gyoseiteki Seikaku; Jakkan no Enkakuteki Kosatsu o fukumete" m~,,§~ 
,ftO)JfUff.~#U--'f:-O)ffii&S"J'[>im. ~-=f0)113-*s"1~~~~/)1)t, in Hoseishi Gakkai ~1ffU5/:!_~fr 
(Japan Legal History Association) ed., Keibatsu to Kokka Kenryoku JfU-fi:i ;i: ~~f;ffif.7 (Punish
ment and State Power), Sobunsha, Tokyo, 1960, p. 227-304. Well knowing that some of 

its discussions may now be stale because of numerous works both in Western languages and 
in Chinese published in the interim, such as Sybille van der Sprenkel, Legal Institutions 

in Manchu China, Univ. of London, The Athlone Press, 1962; T'ung-tsu Ch'ii, Local 

Government in China under the Ch'ing, Harvard U. P., 1962; Derk Bodde and Clarence 
Morris, Law in Imperial China, Harvard U. P., 1967; T'ao Hsi-sheng ~$~, Ch'ing-tai 

chou-hsien ya-men hsing-shih shen-p'an chih-tu chi ch'eng-hsu mft1'M~ffiF57fU$!ffi:#UtUJJt&~J¥ 
(Criminal Trials at the Local Government Offices in the Ch'ing Period: Institutions and 
Proceedings), Shih-huo Ch'u-pan-she, Taipei, 1972, to name a few, I have had no alter

native but to simply reproduce it in English. Foot-notes are revised to some extent; while 
citations of sources are sometimes curtailed, a few comments and references are newly added. 

Their original numbering is retained, notwithstanding a few items are omitted and some 
new ones are inserted. For the abbreviations, see p. 45] 
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immutable pattern. Nevertheless, this does not mean that such a pattern per
sisted indefinitively. On the one hand, the struggle for and achievement of 
modernization since the latter half of the nineteenth century constitute a his
torical phenomenon of quite new significance. On the other hand, looking 
into the past, such a pattern is observable only as far back as the third and 
fourth centuries B.C., when each of the seven warring states was individually 
establishing the system later consolidated by the Ch'in and Han dynasties. 
Beyond this point there unfolds a period filled with dynamic developments 
but lacking definite form-the nature of which can be elucidated only by 
the rich exercise of one's imaginative powers free from any assumption of 
a fixed pattern, and, deriving from an appreciation of the early history of 
other civilizations. 

If one was to divide Chinese history into specific periods, three broad 
segments separated by two turning points would emerge. The first turning 
point would occur, roughly speaking, between the Ch'un-ch'iu and Chan-kuo 
eras. Of course, one era does not change into another overnight. While stir
rings of a new era were already recognizable during Confucius' lifetime 
(B.C. 551-479), the complete liquidation of the old period and stabilization 
of the new came about only in the reign of Emperor Han Wu Ti (B.C. 
140-87). The period between Confucius and Emperor Wu should thus be 
regarded as one of gradual transition. The second turning point may be 
located at the fall of the Ch'ing dynasty. Here too, it should be pointed out 
that stirrings of the new era were discernible at least from the Opium War 
(1839-42) on, but even today it remains difficult to grasp objectively the point 
at which the earlier period was extinguished. <2 ) Division of Chinese history 
in this way, and the assertion that one pattern permeated the entire secorid 
period by no means implies stagnation during that period; rather, the so
ciety underwent changes over time while maintaining the fundamental pat
tern. To be able to trace continuous evolution within a basically immutable 
framework is a point of interest unique to Chinese history. It is not only 
quite possible, but also imperative, moreover, to divide this second period 
into several sub-periods according to this evolutionary process. I have not 
yet formulated a definite idea, however, as to how this sub-division should 
be made, despite having heard various theories on the subject. 

Space prevents further discussion of the periodization of history here, 
except to make explicit that the aforementioned view of historical stages is 
stamped deeply in my thinking. This article's focus upon the Ch'ing dynasty 
arises, not from a belief that it constitutes a self-contained historical period, 

( 2) This periodization was resulted from inductive reasoning based on an unbiased ob-
servation of Chinese history itself. It has no relation to the Marxist theory on the 
necessary sequence of some definite developmental stages in human history. There
fore, I should like to name the three periods jodai J:n; (ancient times), teisei jidai 
*tLl~,n; (imperial times) and kindai llif-t (modern times) respectively, using words 
as non-theoretical as possible. 
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but simply from considerations of convenience, it being impossible to discuss 
the entire second period due to limitations of space. Consequently, I cannot 
avoid making occasional reference to other periods. 

Throughout this second period no institutional distinction was made 
between civil and criminal judicial procedure, even under the Ch'ing. All 
trials could result-though not all actually did-in punishment. In this 
respect, it would not be an over-statement to say that all trials in China were 
criminal trials. ( 4> 

This does not mean, however, that civil cases never arose in the national 
courts. Cases termed "hu-hun t'ien-t'u" pfrf83± (family, marriage or landed 
property) or "hu-hun t'ien-t'u ch'ien-chai" pfrf83±~1l (family, marriage, 
landed property or loan) appear frequently in the Ch'ing Code as well as in 
other documents as generic terms illustrating cases which we would generally 
conceive of as civil ones. It should be pointed out, however, that these cases 
were lumped together, not because they were "civil cases"-i.e., because their 
main concern was the realization of a citizen's rights-, but rather because 
they were minor ones involving no possibility of severe punishment. The 
distinction is seen most clearly in a legal statement contrasting t'ien-t'u hu-hun 
chai-fu hsi-shih 83±Pfrl1liUIB$ against ming-tao chung-an -$§~~ ;( 5) hu
hun t'ien-t'u are described as "trifling matters" (hsi-shih), while homicide 
and larceny are considered "important cases" (chung-an). The distinction 
was based not on an assessment of the case's importance for civil relations, 
but rather made by the negative assumption that a criminal case was, ipso 
facto, a problematic one. Consequently, from the institutional aspect, efforts 
were directed merely toward simplifying the procedure so as to prevent tri-

( 4) It is stated in Cheng Hsiian's commentary to the chou-li m!W-!: [::k'l§'.I~] that "sung t.Z:. 
means the suits over property" (t1!~£1Jtt~1§1lr~) and "yu ~ means the suits over 
punishment" (~g~~~~1§1lr~). The pair of two passages is frequently cited as the 
evidence which tells the differentiation between the civil and criminal procedures 
already known to Han scholars. It is noteworthy, however, that sung as well as yu 
were terms referring to individual cases rather than legal procedure as a system. Sun 
I-jang's ~!~I! critical commentary on the two terms is fully justified: "When com
pared with each other, sung is trifling and yu is important. The two terms do not 
represent the difference between disputes on property and on punishment" (JL~'W.Z:.~ 
)(~, ~f.Z:.1Nm~::k, :;$:~~J:l:t~#Z%U) (Chou-li cheng-i m!W-tliE~)- The semantic 
difference between the two terms is just corresponding to the one between the two 
designations used during the Ch'ing dynasty to be explained later: trifling matters 
of hu-hun t'ien-t'u and important cases of ming-tao. One cannot conclude from 
these two letters, yu and sung, that two kinds of procedure existed. Similar difference 
is perceptible, in the wording of the T'ang law, between the two verbs which mean 
to take action: kao 1lr (to state other's guilt) and su ID'F (to state one's suffering 
wrongs). They do not represent, however, suits of two formally different kinds, but 
merely reflect the emphasis laid on one aspect or the other of a suit. In the Ch'ing 
period, in fact, k'ung ~' which is neutral to either kao or su in its meaning, was 
most frequently used in describing suits. 

( 5) TLTI 341-04. 
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vial cases from becoming troublesome for both officialdom and populace, (6) 

and never toward establishing a principle of separation of judicial procedures. 

In fact, hu-hun t'ie'n-t'u cases could involve some degree of criminality. 

As is well known, Chinese law developed essentially as criminal law. Its 

basic structure demanded that all anti-social crimes and crimes of immorality 

carry a prescribed punishment, and that the degree of immorality or anti

socialness be publicly illustrated by the application of a minutely-differen

tiated scale of punishment. Accordingly, specific punishments were pre

scribed for such acts as breach of promise, trespass, and debt arrears. In 

such cases a judge automatically, while meting out punishments, directed 

those involved to the performance of their civil duties: fulfillment of or 

compensation for engagement; clarification of land boundaries; payment of 

debts, etc. However, this did not differ substantially from such obviously 

criminal cases as homicide or larceny, where too, under certain circumstances 

a judge would order payment of funeral costs (mai-tsang-yin ~~~) or re

storation of stolen goods, in addition to exacting a penalty. Hence, whether 

a matter was criminal or civil was primarily a question of degree. 

Admittedly, there existed both purely criminal cases with no element 

of civil dispute, such as treason or salt-smuggling, and others merely requir

ing the settling of a civil dispute but carrying no penal provisions. (7) Be

tween these two poles there existed cases which possessed to varying degrees 

both civil and criminal qualities. Despite this duality, each case, instead of 

being divided according to its civil and criminal aspects, was automatcally 

subject to a uniform procedure. Although a certain case may have involved 

only one of the two aspects, the procedure through which it was handled 

was so framed as to include both aspects. No other legal procedure but this 

inclusive form was conceivable. 

Ultimately then, as I have said, the difference between civil and criminal 

cases was merely one of degree. Accordingly, any attempt to differentiate the 

two should be on the basis of severity of the penalty, along a rough line 

between temporary banishment (t'u 1'A:) and wearing of the cangue (chia-hao 

ilm~). (S) Blows of the bamboo (ch'ih-chang ,g;j:t, actually chu-pan ¥.rt:&) 
and wearing of the cangue were certainly penalties in that they were legally 

prescribed for specific misconducts. Yet they were also freely utilized by the 

authorities as a means of coercing individuals to undertake their public du

ties, rather than as legal sanctions against crimes. Officials' powers included, 

as an integral part of their authority, the infliction of the cangue or bamboo 

upon commoners within their jurisdiction who, for instance, withheld taxes, 

( 6 ) With regard to such cases, obligatory review was not applied (see note 50); appeals 

would not be easily accepted (see note 119); litigation was to be suspended during 

the busy farming season (TLTI 334-01), and so on. 

( 7) The following passage in TLTI 332-21 indicates that this was presupposed by the 

Ch'ing legislators: ~~{:iUHl$~~' lz±·tllifi.7', :Mzm€~~pJ~~*'"• 
( 8) For details about the varieties of punishment, see note 53. 
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showed contempt of court, or neglected their corvee duties: i.e., all those 
who hindered public administration. c9 ) Even when they were formally 

prescribed as penalties, some of them (such as the bamboo for debt arrears) 
seem to have functioned mostly as a sort of contrainte indirecte. (10) Viewed 
in this light, the cangue and the bamboo were more than simply punish
ment. In contrast, penalties including and exceeding temporary banishment 

were punishments in a pure sense which required a more careful procedure 
involving obligatory reviews, which will be described later. On these 

grounds it is thus possible to distinguish between 'real' criminal cases-those 
with a strong criminal aspect, which carried penalties including and exceed
ing temporary banishment, and civil, or trivial cases. 

In this article on "criminal procedure", therefore, those cases with a 
strong criminal aspect will predominate; moreover, only the criminal aspects 
of each case will be dealt with, ignoring problems. concerning the handling 
of civil aspects. This is the significance of the focus upon criminal trials. 

Although I have aimed at an objective description of historical facts, 
I am inclined to view these facts not as isolated phenomena but as combin
ing to form one basic, overall characteristic, namely 'the administrative char
acter of adjudication' or 'justice as a branch of administration'. The con
crete significance and content of the latter will be explained in the main 
body of this article, providing the focus for the factual description there. crna) 

The second chapter, in particular, confines itself to some facts of special 
significance from this viewpoint, because of limitations of space. A more 

comprehensive discussion will hopefully be attempted in the future. 
The following account, based on this viewpoint, may suggest certain 

similarities with the absolute monarchy period in modern European history, 
or with the Edo era of Japan. Yet, the very uniqueness of China lies in her 
retention of this overall judicial characteristic unsullied for so long that it 

seemed that no other form was possible. Accordingly, she reached the high-

( 9) TLTI 413-00 prescribes that blows of the bamboo, whether in connection with the 

public administration (~Jl:Wt.J A) or as the execution of a judicial sentence ('gpj~ 
fi.JA), should be exercised on the prescribed parts of body with authorized equip

ments. In other words, the use of the bamboo for the administrative purpose itself 

was completely legal. The following passages indicate that the bamboo and the 

cangue were coersive measures normally used in tax collection:-HTSL eh. 723, 9a: 

~ffiJ:t~ll, :zjs:~ffl;J\t'z~fllll, ~~m,i. r~K%ffl, NWf'r~:t&; TL TI 395-07: fLfllll~ 
A.38, ~{J!Ji§iE{~, &{iffi&~, ffl;J\fllllim~, ~JJim~:1&1}·... TCLL eh. 37 [413] 41b u., 
the case of Hsieh Ch'eng-chang Wn'Z~, affords an example of the bamboo inflicted 
on an individual who committed contempt of court. 

(10) It was also the bamboo and the cangue that the authorities, acceding to a landlord's 

petition, resorted to as the legal measures to press tenants for rent payment (SuL 
T'ung-chih 7, nieh 35a). 

(10a) I have found myself following the same line of thought, unwittingly, with Max 
Weber, Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft, 4 Aufl., S. 486 (Max Rheinstein and Edward 

Shils, Max Weber: On Law in Economy and Society, Harvard U. P., 1954, p. 264-
5). 
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est possible peak of development within the terms of this characteristic. In 
general, Chinese history has seen something of mankind's universally imma
nent potentialities realized to an extremely high degree. In this sense, Chi
nese history is undoubtedly worthy of study, both for its own sake and as 
an important facet of the development of mankind. 

I. Judicial StructureCn) 

1) Judicial Organs at Each Level 

It is common knowledge that the Chinese bureaucracy dates back as far 
as the creation of the empire in the late third century B.C. Under the Ch'ing 
dynasty, the country was governed by bureaucrats, whose administrative 
authority was directly or indirectly bestowed upon them by the Emperor, 
who also controlled their appointment and dismissal. As an important line 
of governmental activities, trials were also conducted by bureaucrats. The 
best way to grasp the types of judicial organs existing at that time, therefore, 
is to study the general outlines of the structure of bureaucratic rule, from 
the lowest level up to the Emperor himself. <12) 

Chou 1'H, Hsien ~, and T'ing a: 
Chou (Departments), hsien (Districts), and t'ing (Sub-Prefectures; a 

rather special administrative unit), were local organs which, as the bottom 
rung of the bureaucratic ladder, affected the people directly; the office itself 
was usually located in a walled city, and controlled the surrounding area.(13) 
The only difference between chou and hsien was that the former enjoyed 
higher status. A t'ing however, denoted an area, usually in the newly
developed frontier regions, under the direct control of a T'ung-chih fq) ~□ or 
T'ung-p'an imllJ (senior or junior Assistant Prefect respectively).<14) While 

(11) For the sake of simplicity, the scope of description will be limited, in general, to the 
main part of China composed of eighteen provinces, excluding Manchuria, Mongolia, 
etc., and to the cases of common people, excluding those of officials, Banner men and 
other privileged classes. 

(12) In parallel with the hierarchy of civil authorities, there .existed one of military 
personnel as well as one of educational personnel. Both were related to the judicial 
structure in that the former was in charge of arresting bandits, and the latter was 
authorized to take disciplinary actions against sheng-yilan !tffik. (licentiates). They will 
be, in this article, laid out of scope, too. 

(13) Under some circumstances, two hsien were stationed in one and the same city. Such 
examples amount to no less than ten; Suchow in Kiangsu province had as many as three 
hsien: Wu :1fel, Ch'ang-chou :RtfN, and Yuan-ho jf:fp (HT eh. 13-16). In those 
cases, urban districts as well as surrounding farming areas were divided into two or 
three for governmental control. This is a good illustration of the fact that a hsien 
was purely a terminal joint of the nation-wide bureaucratic structure, without its own 
existence as a self-governing community. 

(14) HT eh. 4, 3a. See the description below on fu. 
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its responsibilities matched those of the chou and hsien, the t'ing was con
sidered to have higher status. (References hereafter to chou and hsien there
fore apply equally to t'ing.) 

The structure of chou and hsien officialdom was as follows: at the top 
was the chih-chou *DHI (department magistrate), or chih-hsien *P~ (district 
magistrate), customarily referred to as cheng-yin-kuan .IEEPs or yin-kuan EPs 
(seal official) because he was authorized to use the official seal of his office. 
Below him could be one or two (though there were many areas without) 
tso-erh-kuan 16:Ji~s or assistant magistrates (chou-t'ung 1+1JEJ and chou-p'an 
1'M$1J for a chou; hsien-ch',eng ~* and chu-pu ±~ for a hsien); one shou
ling-kuan §ftJis, literally 'chief officer', in reality policechief and head jailor 
(li-mu ~ § for a chou; tien-shih ~51::. for a hsien); one or two (sometimes 
none at all) tsa-chih ~~ or 'miscellaneous officials' (chief among these was 
the hsiln-chien ;r§{f'.ft or sub-district policechief, though on rare occasions the 
ts'ang-ta-shih 1£::k1f (granary keeper), shui-k'o-ta-shih 13t~::k1f (customs offi
cial), cha-kuan ~s (sluice keeper), i-ch',eng .~ffe (postmaster) and others might 
be present.). <15> Tso-erh-kuan were in charge of specific affairs such as tax 
collection, bandit suppression and irrigation. Sometimes they were stationed 
in the same city as the magistrate (t'ung-ch',eng !PH~), sometimes in other 
important places within his jurisdiction (f.en-f ang %~17), where they assumed 
the responsibilities of branch officials. Shou-ling-kuan remained to assist the 
magistrate in the local seat, but were primarily responsible for bandit sup-

(15) It is well known that, under the Ritsu-Ry6 f=it~ system in Japan in the seventh and 
eighth centuries, each government office was composed of four classes of officials (shit6 
no kan g:g~'g) and that it was a result of a slight modification of the T'ang system. 
Likewise, each government office in the Ming and Ch'ing dynasties was composed of 
cheng-kuan iE'§' (directorial officials), shou-ling-kuan §[iJ'g (secretarial officials), and 
shu-kuan }i'g (clerical officials) or so-shu-ya-men p.JrJim-rF~ (subordinate offices). This 
is most clearly noticeable in HT (K'ang-hsi and Yung-cheng) eh. 3-5. Cheng-kuan 
referred to the personnel who made decisions. Appointed in plural, they jointly 
formed a collegial body in spite of disparity in ranking among them. Shu-kuan 
were appointed in a great number each to take charge of his assigned work. Shou
ling-kuan, presumably, assumed the responsibility of checking each movement of 
documents within an office: they distributed documents which they accepted from 
other offices to shu-kuan, submitted drafts made by the latter to cheng-kuan, and 
sent documents approved by them outside the office. One or very small number of 
them were appointed. 

Local offices, too, were composed basically on the same system, but officials of each 
category functioned there in a considerably different way. That is, all the power 
was concentrated upon one official who was, theoretically, the first ranking among 
cheng-kuan colleagues. Yin-kuan referred to this one. The other colleagues were dif
ferentiated as tso-erh-kuan (assistant officials). On the other hand, no shu-kuan was 
appointed; there were instead a few so-shu-ya-men which were colloquially called 
tsa-chih. Consequently, at least in chou and hsien, shou-ling-kuan also lost its original 
function and came to be regarded as the similar to tso-erh-kuan and tsa-chih. 
"Subordinate officials" is a general term for minor officials of these three classes given 
by T'ung-tsu Ch'ii, op. cit., p. 9. 
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pression and prison maintenance. Hsiln-chien were always posted elsewhere, 
with the principal duty of capturing bandits. However, none of these three 
-whom we might refer to collectively as 'subordinate offi.cials'-possessed any 
independent authority concerning their delegated responsibilities. Their 
function was to assist the magistrate, who was responsible for and wielded 
supreme authority over every aspect of administration within his jurisdiction, 
and who was referred to as the ch'in-min-kuan ~Jl~'§' (official close to the 
people) or fu-mu-kuan :X:fr.J:'§f (father and mother official). (16) Judicial au
thority resided solely in him, and it would not be an exaggeration to say 
that dispensing justice was his most important duty.( 17 ) 

So much for the actual 'officials' within the local structure. Now, 'sub
ordinate officials' maintained offices separate from that of the magistrate even 
when stationed in the same city. (ls) Accordingly, all the administrative work 
for the magistrate was done by hsil-li W:R (clerks) and ya-i iffi1~ (government 
runners). (19> The former were primarily scribes, while the latter performed 
such physical duties as arresting criminals, summoning and bringing in per
sons involved in lawsuits, pressuring tax defaulters, guarding prisoners, and 
so on. Their positions were similar, hence jointly referred to as hsil-i *1~, 
shu-i •1~, li-i :R1~ or shu-ch'ai -~- In contrast to the magistrates, who 
came from other provinces and who were transferred after a short term, 
their employees remained where they were and built a kind of personal nest 
there. They were totally beyond the authorities' control, and positions could 
be traded like stocks and shares; (20) sometimes a newcomer paid a fee to 

(16) Accordingly, when a case of burglary occurred within the jurisdiction of a chou or 
hsien and the culprit was not arrested within a certain length of time allowed, yin
kuan and pu-kuan f'm'i§ (li-rnu or tien-shih, and hsun-chien) equally suffered discipline 
(CFTL eh. 41, 6b-10a). There was allotment of area between li-mu or tien-shih on 
the one hand and hsun-chien on the other, but the magistrate took the responsibility 
over the whole area. 

(17) This can be safely inferred from the fact that instructions regarding judicial duties 
often take a large portion of pages in various books of maxims for local officials. 

(18) It was prescribed by law that timeworn or damaged office buildings were to be re
paired by temporarily diverting some non-urgent items in the budget to this purpose 
and that it should be repaid through annual instalment. The maximum amount 
allowed for appropriation was determined separately for the magistrate and for each 
subordinate official; 1,000 taels for the former, 200 for the latter (HTSL eh. 264, lab). 
Doubtless, they had different offices. The residence and office of a local official were 
jointly built into one structure; hence, it was natural that each had his own office
and-residence compound. Clerks and runners, too, were separately appointed for 
each official (HTSL eh. 148-151). 

(19) For further informations about hsu-li, ya-i, as well as rnu-yu to be described later, 
see Miyazaki Ichisada, "Shindai no shori to bakuyu" frlf,f-l'.;O)W~ J::: ;ii:tiz (The Clerk 
and the Private Secretary in the. Ch'ing Dynasty), in Toyoshi Kenkyu JF[r$5!::E3fJi: vol. 
16 no. 4, 1958; and the comprehensive study by T'ung-tsu Ch'ii, op. cit., chapter 3-6. 

(20) Miyazaki, op. cit., p. 3. 
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the senior employees.<21) Although it may be thought that the number of 

clerks and runners receiving the small official stipend (kung-shih .:T.jt liter

ally, food in return for labour) would seldom exceed a hundred or so in 

each district, <22 ) in fact the number usually reached several hundreds or 

even several thousands. <23) Their meagre official income could be eked out 

by fees collected from people involved in various cases. <24 ) In any dealings 

between the authorities and the common people, they would intervene and 

contrive to make a profit on the side. Lawsuits also provided an important 

source of income, and their ruthless exploitation of their victims often led 

to tragedy. <25 ) Although officials were wary and mistrustful of them, and 

(21) Regarding a sort of runner at a tao, an example is found in the very early part of 

the Ch'ing period: a person, who filled the vacancy of a post called chien-pu ~~ 

which had been caused by the death of a former runner, paid 25 taels in ting-shou

yin JJ:trjJ (installation fee). Five taels out of it was appropriated to funeral expences 

for the deceased predecessor while the rest 20 taels was divided among fellow runners 

(Li Chih-fang :l:zJ.¥, Chi-t'ing-ts'ao $1Hil¥, 1654, eh. I, 19b [7t~3:fil~{tj=~~::;R::kS 
$]). 

(22) For example, when Kuo-yang hsien 1/iii~~ was newly established in Anhwei province 

in 1867, the number of the clerks and runners who received stipend was fixed at 86, 

including both yamen: chih-hsien and tien-shih (HTSL eh. 264, 16a). 

(23) Miyazaki, op. cit., p. 27 note I, quotes two passages: one, by an author around the 

beginning of the Ch'ing dynasty, states that the average number of clerks in a hsien 

amounted to 300; the other, by an author in the late Ch'ing period, states that a 

bigger hsien had sometimes 2,000 to 3,000 clerks and smaller ones had at least 300 to 

400. An edict of 1806, recorded in CFTL eh. 16, 5a, states that the number of 

runners amounted to more than 900 in Cheng-ting iE5E hsien, Chihli province, and 

was no less than 1,500 to 1,600, including regulars (iE$.t) and extras (ST'.it), in Jen

ho -f=fp, Ch'ien-t'ang ~- and other hsien in Chekiang province. See the next note, 

too. 
(24) Consequently, they lost a source of income and dispersed when the authority had only 

a few matters to deal with as a result of good administration. According to a story 

told by Liu Heng IUOO who served as magistrate in Pa E, hsien, Szechwan province, 

around 1825, he made efforts· to reject falsified suits by carefully inquiring the 

plaintiffs at first. Such efforts resulted in a sharp decline in the number of suits. 

He states in high pride: "'There had been 7,000 runners in Pa hsien. After a year 

of my installation, they were unable to find livelihood; 6,700 to 6,800 of them dis

persed and only a little over a hundred remained". (Liu Heng, Shu-liao-wen-ta ffii 

*Fr:i~:'g, in Hsing-an-hui-yao ffU~~~. 1866, eh. 2, 4ab). 

I am not perfectly sure of the correctness of the wording "clerks" and "runners" in 

this and the preceeding notes. The authors might have meant "clerks and runners" 

inclusively. 
(25) This does not solely mean that they accepted bribery and committed criminal con

ducts which influenced a judgement. At each stage of process, they were able to do 

as many spiteful things as they wished to those involved in a suit, if the latter were 

unwilling to pay a sufficient amount of money to satisfy their greed. While a scoundrel 

brought an action against a wealthy family, clerks and runners coaxed the magistrate 

to accept the suit swiftly; taking advantage of serving writ, they exploited the defen

dant in all possible ways. Such a phenomenon of conspiracy between pettifoggers 

(sung-kun ~:J:Hi) and malicious yamen underlings (ya-tu ffiS) was a harmful practice 

seen everywhere. 
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the people hated them as "the claws and teeth of the authorities", local 
offices were unable to function without them. 

A magistrate, unable to trust the clerks and runners, thus became even 
more dependent upon the mu-yu :lfl>t or private secretaries employed at a 
substantial honorarium as his private advisors and assistants, as well as upon 
his family members (in the broader sense of the term), whom he selected 
and took with him to his post-clan members, close relatives, children of 
acquaintances, and family servants. (25a) The mu-yu were professionals who, 
having acquired a specialized knowledge of legal affairs, sought employment 
anywhere. (26) Generally speaking, several of them were employed simul
taneously and assigned separate duties such as hsing-ming fflj:i; (judicial af
fairs), ch'ien-ku ~~ (tax and finance) and so on. (27 ) Hsing-ming mu-yu 
played an extremely important role in trials, serving as advisor-cum-secretary 
to the magistrate. (28 ) 

Not only every chou and hsien, but also every government office had its 
hsu-li, and local officials of all levels up to governors and governors-general 
customarily employed mu-yu. (29 ) 

According to 1812 statistics, 1,603 local offices at t'ing, chou and hsien 

(25a) This description is unsatisfactory. For the peculiar constitution and function of 
"personal servants", which I little realized when I wrote the Japanese version of this 
article, see Ch'ii, op. cit., chapter 5. 

(26) One should find their high spirits in the words of Wang Hui-tsu y.I~jfi§.: "Mu-yu 
work on the penal code just like licentiates do on the Four Books. While a mistake 
in the interpretation of the Four Books will merely result in failure at an examination, 
a mistake made by a mu-yu in the application of the penal code is concerned with 
an individual's life." (Tso-chih-yao-yen ~?§~8", in W ang-lung-chuang i-shu y.IftJft 
ii;~, reprint, Taipei, 1970, lOab). Mu-yu were called in reverence, by those within 
the office, shih-yeh mJj~, which became a colloquial alias for mu-yu. 

(27) It was notorious that a large number of mu-yu came from Shao-hsing til~ in Chekiang 
province. See Takikawa Masajiro mtJl[ICjCO~Jl!G, Shina Hoseishi Kenkyu :sz1tG~tUse_1vf:9c 
(Studies on History of Chinese Law), Yuhikaku, Tokyo, 1940, p. 326. 

(28) It is my opinion that judicial affairs were generally, i.e., without discrimination 
between civil and criminal cases, dealt with by hsing-ming mu-yu. Oda Yorozu ~83 
11,, Shinkoku Gyoseiho rnffifiIJ&~ (Administrative Law of the Ch'ing Empire), 1913, 
vol. 5, p. ll0, states: "ch'ien-ku mu-yu were [responsible] for civil cases, and hsing
ming mu-yu for criminal cases". I think this was not the case; at least, not a normal 
case. Wang Hui-tsu, who had pursued his career as hsing-ming mu-yu, referred 
frequently to "quarrels and strifes" (p ft.J~JJJ) and "trivial matters of family and 
marriage" (.J=i~-IHH!i!&) in his Tso-chih-yao-yen wherein he gave instructions based upon 
his experiences; moreover, he states: "During my career as mu-yu, when a litigant 
submitted a deed as an evidence, I used to stamp a mark on the reverse side of the 
paper just corresponding to a key-word on the right side", in order to prevent forgery 
by the clerk who was assigned custody of the document (Hsileh-chih-i-shuo ~Y'§'!ffi~, 
in Wang-lung-chuang i-shu, eh. shang, 19ab). That should be taken as an evidence 
to show that so called civil cases were also dealt with by hsing-ming mu-yu. One 
should consider, however, a slightly different information given by Ch'ii, op. cit. p. 98. 

(29) As an exception, hsu-li were not appointed at chun-chi-ch'u -~~ (Grand Council). 
See Miyazaki, op. cit., p. 26. 
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level governed a population of over 335 million. In other words, one mag
istrate was appointed for every two hundred thousand people. <30 ) 

Fu JM, Chih-li chou [[~1+1, and Chih-li t'ing [[~,B: 

The fu or Prefecture, which constituted an intermediate local office con

trolling several chou or hsien, was itself directly responsible to the two chief 
commissioners of the provincial government (discussed below). As a rule, 
it simply supervised local government, having no direct contact with local 
people, <31 ) although in rare cases it could wield direct control over an area, 

which was then referred to as its ch'in-hsia ti-fang fJl~:l:fu:1-f. Like the chou 

and hsien, a fu had its yin-kuan (chih-fu ¾f!M: Prefect), its tso-.erh-kuan 

(t'ung-chih lql ~11 or t'ung-p'an iffl*IJ) and its shou-ling-kuan (either one or two 
men, who could be ching-li i§f~, chih-shih ¾[$, chao-mo ,~ms, or chien-chiao 
t'.fttl). As with the chou and hsien) the tso-erh-kuan could be stationed in the 

local seat or posted elsewhere; in the latter case, as mentioned before, his 
office was known as t'ing if he had an area coming under the direct control. 
For the record, during Ming and early Ch'ing times until its abolition in 
1667, there also existed a variety of tso-.erh-kuan known as t'ui-kuan :jt'g, 

specializing in preliminary investigation of judicial cases. <32 ) 

Certain chou, while having direct control over the area under their juris
diction, also controlled a few surrounding hsien. Instead of being subordi

nate to a fu office, they were subject to the direct supervision of the two 
chief commissioners of the provincial government. In such cases they were 
referred to as chih-li chou (chou under direct control). 

In the same way, some t'ing came under the direct supervision of the 
two chief commissioners, though only rarely did a chih-li t'ing have any hsien 
under its control. 

Pu-cheng-shih ::ff.f~1l and An-ch'a-shih ¥.ti:~1l; Tao it: 

The pu-cheng-shih (financial commissioner) and an-ch'a-shih (judicial 

commissioner) (more precisely, ch',eng-hsilan pu-cheng-shih * "§;fff~1i and 
t'i-hsing an-ch'a-shih };~JflJ¥.ti:~1i respectively) were both high-ranking local 
officials with a whole province (sheng ~) under their jurisdiction. Their 

offices were called respectively pu-cheng-shih-ssu (pu-cheng-ssu ;ffi~'gj for 
short, commonly called fan-ssu Jl:'§J) and an-ch'a-shih-ssu (an-ch'a-ssu ¥.ti:~'§J 
for short, commonly called nieh-ssu ~ '§J). <33 ) The former, referred to as 

"money and grain headquarters" (ch'ien-ku tsung-hui ~~{f.J!~ffi), was in charge 
of finance and other administrative affairs; the latter, referred to as "punish-

(30) HT (Chia-ch'ing) eh. 4, eh. 11. 

(31) Accordingly, a hsien was separately established in a city where a fu was stationed. 
Such hsien was referred to as fu-kuo fflf~. Similarly, a fu stationed in the provincial 
capital was called shou-fu §f)M. 

(32) Ming Hui-tien (Wan-Ii) gl§Wf~ (;i)ll) eh. 117; HTSL eh. 26, 12b. 
(33) Exceptionally, two fan-ssu and one nieh-SS1'1 were stationed in Kiangsu province. 
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ment headquarters" (hsing-ming tsung-hui 3flj;:g{f.}!1,1ti), was in charge of judi

cature. While officially on equal level, the former, fan-ssu, enjoyed higher 

prestige. 
The Tao (circuit intendant) originally referred to the tso-erh-kuan to 

the above. From Ming times onwards shou-tao ~~ was customarily used 

as a term for ts'an-cheng ~~ and ts'an-i ~it, senior and junior tso-,erh 0kuan 

of the pu-cheng-shih, while hsiln-tao ~~ referred to the fu-shih ilJ1~ and 

ch'ien-shih ~$, tso-erh-kuan of the an-ch'a-shih. Both shou-tao and hsiln

tao, however, came to be recognized as independent official titles after 1753,(34 ) 

although, at least during Ch'ing times, the distinction was a purely nominal 

one involving no differentiation in their duties. There were three kinds of 

tao: (1) those who took charge of specific matters; (2) those who supervised 

a specific area, namely three to four fu, chih-li chou, or chih-li t'ing, and 

who therefore functioned as a sort of branch office for the two chief com

missioners (referred to as fen-shou-tao JJ'~~ or f-en-hsiln-tao JJ'~~) ; and 

(3) those who combined both (1) and (2). Types (2) and (3) formed the 

majority. Needless to say, most of them were stationed outside the provin

cial capital. 

Tsung-tu {f.,l1f and Hsiln-fu ~-: 

Each province had as its highest-ranking official the hsiln-fu or governor, 

who assumed final responsibility for all administration within the province, 

directing and supervising both financial and judicial commissioners. More

over, a tsung-tu or governor-general was appointed for every two or three pro

vinces as a check. These two officials were jointly referred to as tu-fu 1f:fffl. 
However, there were a few provinces where, in the absence of a governor, a 

governor-general took direct charge of administration in the name of chien

hsiln-fu-shih ~~-$ ( one concurrently holding the position of governor) and 

those where only a governor was appointed. (35) All official documents sent 

from a province to th_e central government and vice-versa went under the 

name of, or were addressed to the governor-general and governor. (36 ) It 

seems, however, that governors-general not concurrently serving as governor 

(34) HTSL eh. 25, 16a. 
(35) In Chihli, Szechwan, Kansu and Fukien, a governor-general acted as governor; Shantung, 

Shansi and Honan had no governor-general. That was the case in the late Ch'ing 

period. See HT eh. 4. 

(36) Tsou-che *fill, which was essentially a private letter addressed to the Emperor, was 

another way of communication. Both financial and judicial commissioners as well as 

a governor-general and a governor were always authorized to submit tsou-che to the 

Emperor. Under Emperor Yung-cheng, this privilege was extended down to the level 

of fu prefects and such practice was even encouraged. See Miyazaki Ichisada, Y6seitei 

:miE'ff.f (Emperor Yung-cheng), Iwanami, Tokyo, 1950. This Measure was abolished 

after his death, and was partially revived by Emperor Chia-ch'ing, in 1799, extend

ing the privilege to the level of tao intendants (HTSL eh. 25, 20b). 
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did not handle routine documents, although they probably received reports 
on relevant matters. Their main duties appear to have been the overall 
supervision of the area under their jurisdiction, plus reporting and advising 
the central government of the local political situation. (37 > Apart from status 
or prestige distinctions, there was no superior-subordinate relationship be
tween a governor-general and the governors within his jurisdiction. (38> When 
the term tu-fu appears in sources, the reader must decide according to each 
individual case whether it means both governor-general and governor, or 
simply one acting as a supreme provincial administrator (that is, hsiln-fu or 
chien-hsiln-fu-shih). Unfortunately, obscure cases are numerous. (For con
venience, tu-fu shall be rendered hereafter simply as "governor", instead of 
"governor-general and/ or governor".) 

Governors had none of their own tso-erh-kuan or shou-ling-kuan. (39
> How

ever, they did have hou-pu fen-yilan 1~mAffi¾. (officials waiting for appoint
ment) at their command, and these could be used as occasion demanded. 
Appointments to local posts of minor rank (some posts at tao or fu level 
and all at chou-hsien level) by the Board of Appointments customarily in
cluded only the generic title and province name, leaving the actual location 
of the post to the governor. Consequently, newly-appointed officials would 
immediately hasten to the provincial capital and wait there unitl ordered 
to fill a vacancy occurring within the province. These were the people ref
erred to as hou~pu fen-yilan. Their need to acquire temporary office work 
to gain both a means of income and recognition for their abilities made 
them a convenient and useful pool of talent.( 40 > In many provinces the 
authorities even created a sort of labour pool for judicial affairs called fa
shen-chil ;g-~}iu or yen-chil ~Jiu, consisting of selected hou-pu jen-yilan to 
whom were delegated matters originally the responsibility of the governor or 
judicial commissioner, on-the-spot investigations of remote areas, or the super-

(37) Oda, op. cit., vol. 5, p. 76, states: "In a province where both governor-general and 
governor were stationed, all memorials to the throne had to be presented under the 
joint signature of them." I think this was not the case. One can hardly find any 
example of joint signature among innumerable actual cases recorded in LA and 
LA (sup.). In each province, most of the cases were memorialized by the name of 
governor. Certainly, a few instances of memorial presented by a governor-general 
are found; they are mostly, however, cases of special importance such as including 
disciplinary actions against officials, particularly cases wherein a governor was at stake. 

(38) A document sent from a financial or judicial commissioner to the governor-general or 
governor was referred to as hsiang ~ (an official report to a superior), while the 
latter's reply was called p'i r.lt (an official reply to a subordinate). On the other hand, 
a document sent from a governor to the governor-general or vice versa was referred 
to as tzu ,@- (SuL passim). See also notes 105 and 54 in regard to hsiang and tzu. 

(39) For, they were originally ad hoe Imperial envoys rather than regular provincial 
officials. 

(40) Oda, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 195, 236f. 
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vision of convoys of important convicts.<41 ) 

Hsing-pu fflj-ff~; Hu-pu Hsien-shen-ch'u Pif~3:Ji¥~: 

In the capital, Peking, were located the central government offices, includ
ing those of the Liu Pu, or Six Boards: the Li-pu ~-ff~ or Board of Appoint
ments (civil official personnel); Hu-pu p-ff~ or Board of Revenue (finance); 
Li-pu mt-ff~ or Board of Ceremonies (cultural and educational affairs, cere
monies, and diplomatic affairs); Ping-pu ~-ff~ or Board of War (military 
personnel and administration); Hsing-pu ;Ff[J-ff~ or Board of Punishment (judi
ciary); and Kung-pu .r.-ff~ or Board of Public Works (engineering and con
struction). The Board of Punishment, qualified as the "punishment head
quarters" over the whole realm, was the nation's most important judicial 
organization. It investigated important matters memorialized by governors, 
and in some cases itself conducted the initial trial. The Six Boards and the 
governors were both directly answerable to the Emperor himself, and theo
retically equal in rank. c42 ) In practice, memorials presented to the Emperor 
for his sanction had to go through the appropriate board; moreover, in cer
tain cases the governor had to make his decision following consultations 
with the board. Should disagreement arise, the Emperor would generally 
accept the opinion of the board, which, as a specialized organization, was 
familiar with similar situations throughout the country and with historical 
precedents-a factor tending to make its judgement the more accurate. The 
Board of Punishment thus had effective, if not official authority over gov
ernors in judicial matters. 

The central government offices, including the Six Boards were composed 
of three categories of officials: the t'ang-kuan '.¥:a or directorial officials, who 
made decisions based on discussions in council; the ssu-kuan '§']'g or clerical 
officials, who took charge of office work; and the shou-ling-kuan., who pro
vided a link between these two. C43 ) 

There also existed an organ known as the hsien-sh,en-ch'u, set up under 
the Board of Revenue specifically to deal with suits arising between Banner 
men and civilians concerning Banner land. The hsien-shen-ch'u provides the 
sole indication that the Board of Revenue conducted suits among the people; 
there are no grounds for the statement that "the Board of Revenue was the 
supreme civil court . . . trying all civil cases". c 44 ) 

(41) SuL T'ung-chih 8, nieh 4b; Kuang-hsii 3, nieh 7b-8a; Kuang-hsii 17, nieh [ltrnJ~ffei. 
7J;.i:~{lt-W.ir~\jff~]. The same characteristics seem to have been shared with by the 
tsung-chu !trnJ which Chin Kuang-t'i ~:3/c'lt established in 1807 in Kiangsi province 
in order to clear away long pending appealed cases (HTSL eh. 122, 22b-24b). 

(42) Oda, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 189-190. 
(43) See note 15. T'ang-kuan and ssu-kuan were aliases slightly colloquial for cheng-kuan 

and shu-kuan, respectively. 
(44) Oda, op. cit., vol. 5, p. 84. From the sources cited by Oda, one must reach another 

conclusion than that the author gave. As anotlier unquestionable evidence, historical 
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San-fa-ssu .=:1t=gJ: 

The San-f a-ssu (Three Judicial Offices) referred to the supreme govern
ment organs in charge of judicial matters: the Hsing-pu) Tu-ch'a-yiian t~~~ 
or Censorate, and Ta-li-ssu :::k:fl~ or Grand Court of Revision. A death 
penalty decision required the joint approval of all three.C44a) While the Tu
ch'a-yiian was a powerful censorship organ employing humerous officials, the 
Ta-li-ss(t was a small, quiet office whose only official duty was its participation 
as one of the San-fa-ssu in capital cases. 

H uang-ti :§!'fff : 

Atop this entire bureaucratic structure stood the Emperor, the source 
of all authority, maintaining and exercising the right of supreme judicial 
jurisdiction. 

The Nei-ko Ta-hsueh-shih F"gl?J:J:::k~± or Grand Secretaries were ap
pointed as both advisors and secretaries to the Emperor, corresponding, as 
it were, to the local magistrates' private secretaries. (45) It is almost impos
sible to assess the extent to which the advice of these men, who all had the 
Emperor's ear, actually influenced the numerous pieces of legislation, im
perial decrees, administrative measures and judicial decisions (uniformly 
referred to as yii mfu or chih ~) issued under his name. The judgement of 
the Emperor himself, however, must also have been a significant factor in 
view of the succession of outstandingly intelligent and capable Ch'ing em
perors.(46) 

To summarize, differentiation of the judiciary was observed only at two 
levels, the two chief commissioners in each province and the Six Boards of 
the central government; at top and bottom both judiciary and administration 
were in the hands of one person, the Emperor and the magistrate respec
tively. Moreover, even though the judiciary was differentiated at some levels, 
it still represented merely a facet of division of duties among government 
offices in general. Just as the Board of Appointments was in charge of per
sonnel and the Board of Revenue controlled finance, so the Board of Punish
ment managed the dispensation of justice. Hence legal knowledge was never 
a necessary qualification for employment at the Board of Punishment. At 
most, some few individuals became recognized as legal experts due to long 
service as ssu-kuan at the Board of Punishment, just as similar experts appear 

origin of hsien-shen-ch'u should be taken into account. It did not exist during the 
Ming dynasty when neither Banner land nor Banner men was known. Under the 
Ch'ing, at the beginning, it was called hu-pu pa-ch'i-ssu )=f-g:~;1.ti1t'P'.1, and the name 
was changed into hsien-shen-ch'u in 1765 (HTSL eh. 121, 12b). 

(44a) HT eh. 53, lb; TLTI 411-36. 
(45) Miyazaki, op. cit. in Toyoshi Kenkyu, p. 8. 
(46) See Naito Torajiro, Shinchoshi Tsuron nlffll.92.JJR~ (An Outline of the History of the 

Ch'ing Dynasty), Kobundo, Tokyo, 1944, chapter I. Regarding Emperor Yung-cheng 
in particular, see Miyazaki, Yoseitei. 
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within our modern administrative structure. In conclusion, the judicial 
structure must be seen as simply a part of the general administrative framework. 

2) Hierarchical Relationships among Judicial Organs 

How did these offices at various levels divide the judicial functions as
signed to them, and what was the inter-relationship between them? These 
questions cannot be adequately answered by our modern concept of jurisdic
tion. Instead of coming into the picture only when judicial regulations pro
hibited investigation at a lower court, or when a complaint was filed against 
that court's judgement, the higher courts maintained throughout a case a 
complex relationship with the lower court until a verdict was reached. Let 
us now attempt to describe and analyse this situation according to Chinese 
condition. 

The Obligatory Review System: 

Whereas all cases were initially dealt with by lower courts, decision
making power was retained by certain higher organ, depending upon the 
degree of importance of each case. Accordingly, important cases had more 
or less automatically to go through several judicial stages, a process which I 
shall label, for the moment, the 'obligatory review system'. This system 
underwent a continuous development throughout Chinese history: while only 
traces of it may be found during Han times, it featured in the penal code 
and administrative statutes of the T'ang dynasty, and by the Ch'ing period 
had been completely institutionalized. 

Under Ch'ing law, all suits had to be presented first to the local govern
ment (chou or hsien), which was in principle both authorized and obliged 
to conduct an investigation of each case.(47 > However, only those cases whose 
penalties did not exceed the bamboo or the cangue-i.e., those falling short 
of temporary banishment, the magistrate was fully authorized 'to pass and 
carry out a sentence' (fa-lo ~1i).( 48 > Such cases were known as "chou-hsien 
tzu-li" 1-M~§li. (entrusted to the chou or hsien magistrate), and included most 

(47) Yileh-su J!:J!ID'f, which referred to an action filed directly with a higher office without 
passing chou or hsien, constituted a punishable offence; an official who accepted 
it without proper reasons also should be disciplined (TLTI 332-00, 332-10, 332-14; 
CFTL eh. 47, 9a). Apart from a question of discipline, however, the validity of the 
trial conducted by a higher official was never argued if such an irregular suit was 
once accepted by him. Moreover, regarding a trial case initiated with arrest of a 
criminal by the authorities instead of an individual's action, it was possible for a 
higher office to act as the first instance tribunal. For example, when a prefect arrested 
a bandit, he conducted the trial. 

(48) There were two terms for carrying out a punishment. Fa-lo referred to winding up 
the proceedings with execution of a punishment other than capital one. Cheng-fa 

]I~ referred to execution of a death penalty. 
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of the predominantly civil hu-hun t'ien-t'u cases. <50) Should the local authori
ties decide to inflict a punishment involving temporary banishment or worse, 
they would write out formally the ascertained facts of the case and the punish
ment meted out according to law-termed ni • or 'provisional sentence',
and send the documents to the fu office together with the criminal himself. 
If the fu authorities, after interrogating the criminal and examining the docu
ments approved the provisional sentence, they then sent the criminal and 
the documents to the judicial commissioner in the provincial capital. The 
same procedure applied when a chih-li chou re-examined cases sent from a 
hsien under its control; one occurring in the area under its direct control, 
however, was first tried by the chou authorities, then as a rule sent for re
examination to the office of the tao to which it was subject, from where it 
was finally forwarded to the judicial commissioner (the same applied to 
chih-li t'ing and to areas under direct fu jurisdiction). <51 ) The judicial com
missioner again repeated the investigation and, should he find the provisional 
sentence appropriate, re-forwarded the case to the governor. The latter's 
approval was final in all cases not involving homicide and confined to tem
porary banishment. <52) In such cases their approval constituted the passing 
of a judgement; to be precise, the original local draft, by way of the fu office 
and the judicial commissioner, was transformed into a sentence upon its ap
proval by the governor. Such cases were referred to as tu-fu p'i-chieh ~;Jffi}ltffi. 
With regard to cases liable to perpetual banishment, military banishment or 
deportation to frontier regions, <53 ) in addition to those homicide cases 

(50) HT eh. 55, 2b, states: )=ifriEB±z*, ~~iEJ::]J'§lj[~. #~i'iE~, ffi!U:ii~l::'§'JJ?JJiJ3c-
TLTl 411-35, a provision for matters within Peking, includes the following passage: 

!ffi:OOnlf::J/Jattt:f:Jf~, ~171Ji§ fiJG~ .... ~r:tfil!Hijn~ti:tt1:m.Ll.J:::~, JJ:t.*ff~i:it. Wang 
Hui-tsu, Hileh-chih-i-shuo, eh. shang 20a, states: 51::1711, :ct~.Ll.l::31~, il3tf:/Ja~~:f~Hli 
1'[1!WJf.~;lg'.. j=i)y £.JJfrr;j~fu. Attention must be given to the point that the importance 
of each case was judged solely on the basis of its criminality. Even a case of dispute 
over inheritance of a family of great fortune was entrusted to the magistrate unless 
it involved a criminal element which might deserve a punishment including or ex
ceeding temporary banishment. 

(51) HT eh. 55, 3a, an inserted note to "~mtffi!Um.J:::m.Lli:ilil", 
(52) TLTI 411-45 provides: Ji.~iiE~*{4\ ~r:t~ffiffl{iAfi:f~, ~~]![1JltN6B, mmi:!Q, fg 

-~*tfr-ff~~«- 01~$~.J'/:]'.. A~m-itn, 19-'fg~rlt~13t, IW~~{Jtm, ~'$¥U~~~-
In these passages, "chuan-an tzu-pu" means "to ask for the Board's opinion regarding 
each case in advance of decision"; "P'i-chieh" means "to conclude the case by 
giving a rescript". Oda, op. cit., vol. 5, p. 69, 79, paraphrasing this provision, 
misinterpretes those key wordings. 

(53) The Ch'ing dynasty made use of the varieties of punishment, to list in order of 
severity from lesser to major one, as follows: ch'ih a (the lighter bamboo), chang 
tt (the heavier bamboo), chia-hao ;Jro~ (the cangue), t'u it (temporary banishment
! prefer this traditional translation to "penal servitude" because the former represents 
the reality under the Ch'ing more correctly), liu 1:m (perpetual banishment), ch'ung
chiln 3'611[ (military banishment), fa-ch'ien ~:i!: (deportation), and capital punishment. 
To the temporary, perpetual and military banishments as well as deportation, always 
a certain number of the bamboo blows was added. The cangue was imposed most 
frequently cumlative to the bamboo. 
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patterns of the ritual btonzes, and were richly decorated with the same 

designs. Forms similar to those of the above-mentioned sculptured pieces 

are also found in the oracular inscriptions on tortoiseshells and bones. 

(Plate XV.) These forms seem to have symbolized god of nature. It seems 

that this resemblance suggests that the k'uei-lung pattern (especially con

spicuous among ritual vessel patterns), provided with a beast-head and a 

serpent body, was the origin of the dragon which even today is the symbol 

of Chinese culture, and also it may be considered, the resemblance gives 

us some clues as to the nature of the special ceremonies. 

V 

The various ritual vessels of the known date within the latter half of the 

Yin Dynasty had already established all their characteristics. As for the origin 

of these vessels, the ancient Chinese used wooden vessels rather than earthenware 

or pottery vessels; the wooden vessels came to be cast in copper as a result of the 

remarkable development of the technique of copper casting. In connection 

with these observations, the conditions of the numerous vessels employed for 

Chou ceremonies for nearly a thousand years thereafter should be examined. 

As to the nature of innumerable ritual vessels cast during the period of 

nearly a thousand years of the Chou Dynasty, as it is well known, a large number 

of the Chou ceremonial vessels were definitely marked by the inscription, pao

tsun-i -~~ (treasured ritual vessels), and some vessels possessed long inscrip

tions describing their respective character. For this reason, since the Sung 

Dynasty, the Ch~u ceremonial vessels had been the main objects of epigraphic 

study, and the ages of the vessels were investigated until during the last period 

of the Ch'ing Dynasty, their ages were determined. The results were published 

in a number of writings; especially, Kuo Mo-jo !J!3w;;e=, Liang-Chou chin-wen

tz'u tai-hsi mm.!¾Jtffi¥=::k* (An Outline of Metal Inscriptions in Western and 

Eastern Cho{i Dynasties), in which he listed well-known important inscriptions 

in chronological order, and commented on each of them, and Jung Keng ?i;~, 

Shang-Chou i-ch'i t'ung-kao F&ml~~im~ (A General Survey of the Ritual Ves

sels of the Shang and Chou Dynasties), which published the photographs of 

inscribed vessels. 
In his article entitled Hsi-Chou t'ung-ch'i tuan-taiWmlffl~ffi1i;,< 10 ) Ch'en 

Meng-chia ~~* discussed vessels whose inscriptions showed they were of the 

Western Chou Dynasty. Among the vessels of the early Western Chou, that 

he dealt with, there were some which seemed to have been dsigned for practical 

use, as in the case of vessels excavated since the last century in Shan-hsi Province\ 

and in terms of vessel decoration, there were vessels that had belt-like decora-

(10) Ch'en Meng-chia, Hsi-Chou-t'ung-ch'i-tuan-tai ifflmlffl$1lft (A Chronological Study 

of Western Chou Bronzes), K'ao-ku-hsueh-pao ~~~~ (The Chinese Journal of 

Archaeology), No. 11, 1955-1956. 
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tions on portions of the vessel surface - the same decorative pattern had already 
appeared on vessels of the Yin Dynasty. These early Western Chou vessels 
already attained established forms. They possessed solemn appearance of nickel 
and did not differ too much from Yin vessels in terms of decoration and casting 
method. 

Likewise, similarity to Yin vessels is seen in the yu, tsun, chileh, chiao, ku 
and chih arranged on the pien-chin (sacrificial table) excavated in this century 

from old tombs in Pao-chi District -~~' Shan-hsi Province, (Plate XVI, 
top),< 11> and in the kuei, yu, ssu-kuang and others placed on the other base. 
(Plate XVI, bottom) <12> Other vessels than these mentioned above were also of 
exactly the same shape as the Yin predecessors; only their patterns were some
what similar and most of them were not inscribed. Further, we might mention 
the following items whose inscriptions clearly indicated that they corresponded 
to the Yin predecessors of the same kind, the pair of the rectangular ritual vessels 
of the gluttonous serpent-dragon pattern, reported to have been newly excavated 
in the present century from Lo-yang*~~' Ho-nan Province, (now in the pos
session of the Freer Gallery of Art, Washington) (Plate XVII, No. 2.), the 
rectangular nickel tsun (wine-vessel) of the gluttonous serpent-dragon pattern 
(now in the possession of the Tai-pei Ku-kung Po-wu-yiian iE::l~i!tcstf4m~ 
(Taipei Former Palace Museum)), several ho (spice-containers), and the pair of 
kuei (deep circular vessels) excavated from an unknown place, but provided 
with a sacrificial head, a lengthy inscription and a base of the rectangular and 
slanting whorl pattern, (originally provided wtih a cover) (now in the possession 
of the Late David Weill Collection, Paris) (Plate XVII, No. 1.), and Duke Chou's 
ml&- kuei of elephant pattern provided with four handles (in the possession of 
the Late Eumorfopoulos Collection, London) (Plate XVII, No. 3.). Every one 
of these was a cast object of solemn bearing, differing not too greatly from its 
predecessor of the latter half of the Yin Dynasty. In the case of San-shih-p'an 
me.a:~ (wide shallow bowl) with the serpent-dragon whorl pattern (Plate XVII, 
No. 4.) in the possession of the Former Palace Museum, the beast pattern used 
as a design seems rather conspicuous. Examining the ancient bronzes among 
the abundant relics of the earlier period of the Western Chou Dynasty in the 
ancient tomb-groups at Hsin-ts'un, Chiin-hsien it~, Ho-nan Province, ex
cavated and investigated in parallel with the Yin ruins, <13> we find that, though 

(11) Sueji Umehara, Henkin no Kokogaku-teki Kosatsu ;jfz~O)~~~a,j~~ (Etude Ar
cheologique sur le Pien-chin, ou serie de Bronzes avec une Table pour l'usage 
rituel dans la Chine antique), Toho Bunka Gakuin Kyoto Kenkyujo Kenkyu-hokoku 
JFI75:X:{~~~~:Ml3tiff~pfrtiff~¥1H~- (Memoirs of the Kyoto Institute of the Toho Bunka 
Gakuin), Vol. 2, 1933. 

(12) Sueji Umehara, Sensei-sho Hokei-ken Shutsudo Daini Henkin ~ifflAl:flf~~fH±ffi.=.Q 
~ (Pien-chin No. 2 Excavated from Pao-chi District, Shan-hsi Province), Toho-gaku 
Kiyo JFI:15~i%c~, Vol. 1, 1959. 

(13) Chun-hsien-hsin-ts'un ~~$IT (Hsin-ts'un in Chiin District), Chung-kuo-t'en-yeh
k'ao-ku-pao-kao-chi, Archaeological Monograph B Series, No. 13, 1964. 
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the decision was always clearly indicated in a capital sentence. A 'li-chueh' 
decision was executed immediately after sentence was passed. That is, the 
Emperor's approval of 'li-chileh', constituted both verdict and execution or
der. In chien-hou cases, the criminal was imprisoned until an execution order 
was issued; this was done not for each individual case, but jointly, each year 
before the winter solstice. In the interim, each case was scrutinized to deter
mine whether an execution order should be issued in that year.( 64 ) This 
examination procedure, known to Westerners as the 'Autumn Assize', was 
referred to as ch'ao-shen ~¥ (for criminals imprisoned by the Board of 
Punishment) or ch'iu-shen f;l(!ffl: (for those confined in the provinces). The 
latter was conducted as follows: first, preparatory matters were dealt with 
under the direction of the governor in each province,( 65 ) according to whose 
subsequent report a draft would be complied in the Board of Punishment. 
(Drafts for ch'ao-sh,en cases were compiled by the Board from the beginning). 
In both cases, the draft was then further discussed at a large-scale conference 
by chiu-ch'ing chan-shih k'o-tao fLJ~P;itfq4~, (66 ) and the result submitted to 
the Emperor for his judgement.( 67 ) Through this kind of procedure, con
victs sentenced to death were classified as ch'ing-shih •[flt (to be executed), 
huan-chueh if&~ (to be postponed until the following year), k'o-chin PJf-r (to 
be granted a reduction of punishment), or liu-yang -\¥i~ (a special case where 
execution of the offender would leave his old or infirm parents without means 
of support). The Emperor then issued kou-chueh 1g~ (execution order) for 
some of the ch'ing-shih cases, (68) although in some years an imperial amnesty 

(64) Because the process of examination took time, a deadline was set for each province 
considering the distance from Peking, ranging from the end of the preceding year in 
Yunnan and others to the 30th day of the third month in Chih-li. A case for which 
the sentence was passed after the deadline was carried into the next year (TCLL eh. 
37 [411] 14a u.; HTSL eh. 849, lab). For instance, if the sentence was passed in 
the fourth month, its execution was postponed till the winter of the following year 
at least. 

(65) Thereupon, the criminal was sent to the provincial capital, as a rule, to be interviewed 
by the governor and the financial and judicial commissioners. 

(66) Chiu-ch'ing fLY~P was a generic term for t'ang-kuan at the Six Boards, Tu-ch'a-yilan, 
Ta-li-ssil, and T'ung-cheng-shih-ssil 3.iI&1iP5. Chan-shih ;11* was an official title given 
nominally to some senior members at the Han-lin-yuan ¥®#~- K'o f-4 and tao * in 
this context mean shu-kuan at the Tu-ch'a-yuan, that is, chih-shih-chung Mr:fl:4r ap
pointed in six k'o sections and chien-ch'a yu-shih ~~~~ in fifteen tao sections. 
Thus, the total number of the members reached approximately one hundred. A 
printed copy of record of each case was distributed to each of them. 

(67) The Emperor sometimes revised the conclusion of the conference. For example, 
HTSL eh. 847, 2b, an edict of 1749 states: Jl:ttiz19¥U¥11$l_l{f~:;§-~, tr~m~~. .::hA~P 
rb:JdWJf;lf. tf.:fLY~P1.filA~#c, *1!l~tt~~'!Wfr.i, rb:A'IWJf;lf. 

(68) The term kou-chueh 1;)#( may have been derived from an uncinated check made by 
the Emperor on the upper corner of the name of a criminal. It was, however, a 
customary way followed in the later days of the dynasty that the Emperor wrote a 
circle in red casually on the paper which was filled with names of criminals classifit:d 
into ch'ing-shih, and the names that were touched upon by the red circle were to be 
executed. See Ernest Alabaster, Notes and Commentaries on Chinese Criminal Law, 
1899, p. 28. 
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would announce the suspention of execution orders for that year. Examina

tion was repeated in the following year for those who had been classified 

as ch'ing-shih but exempted from execution, as well as for those classified as 
huan-chileh. Customarily, a convict repeatedly classified as huan-chileh was 

eventually re-classified as k'o-chin, the number of years depending upon the 
nature of his crime, and his punishment reduced to banishment or depor

tation. 
The 'Autumn Assizes' were theoretically based upon the superlegal bene

volence of the Emperor; in effect they served to mitigate the inevitable gen
eralizing tendency of legal procedure, and to permit concrete evaluation of 
each individual case. While they deserve to be regarded as extra-legal hear
ings, however, over the years the criteria as to which terms of guilt should 
belong to which group in the Autumn Assize were separately established, 
and to a certain extent even came to be stipulated by law. <69 ) <70 ) 

One rare but important exception to the principle which preserved capital 
verdicts as the Emperor's prerogative was the system of kung-ch'ing wang

ming ~i'-fx-$ (execution of the Emperor's will by proxy). In instances where 
a particularly heinous crime had been committed, the governor could order 
the death penalty immediately upon confirmation of the criminal fact, while 
simultaneously sending an urgent ex-post-facto report to the Emperor. <71 ) 

Another exception to the regular procedure was the temporary device, 

chiu-ti cheng-fa chang-ch'eng Jl>t:l:-!it1Etk:$:l~ (regulation concerning on-the-spot 
execution), a desperate measure adopted towards the end of the Tao-kuang 
period to cope with the disruption caused by the Taiping Rebellion. While 
its exact contents have yet to be fully ascertained, generally speaking, it seems 
that this regulation allowed local officials to report the apprehension of bandits 

(69) Ch'iu-shen ch'ing-shih huan-chileh chin-huan pi-chiao t'iao-k'uan :f;l(ffiE'rf1ffitR:J-A.fJJt 
~{~We was of this nature, which consists of over 200 articles and is attached to . the 
Ch'ing Code. 

(70) This description of the Autumn Assize is based upon the data found in TCLL eh. 

37 [411] and HTSL eh. 844-850. Oda, op. cit., vol. 5, p. 86, asserts that the con
ference of chiu-ch'ing etc. is to be taken as the final instance court for criminal cases. 

However, this is irrelevant because that author ignores the point that the Autumn 

Assize was a scrutinizing procedure preceding the execution of those who had already 

been sentenced to death through the joint examination by the Three Judicial Offices 

and upon the approval of the Emperor. Moreover, if "final" instance is to be sought 

in the system of the Ch'ing dynasty, there was no one or nothing other than the 

Emperor himself who deserved that adjective. T'ung-tsu Ch'il, Law and Society in 
Traditional China, Mouton, the Hague, 1961, p. 45, note 150, also gives a nice 
summary about the Autumn Assize. 

(71) This was expressly stipulated in law for the cases wherein a person killed his own grand

parents or parents (TLTI 411-58), or killed three or more members of one and the same 

family (TLTI 287-09); also applicable to such a case as a criminal, who had been 

commuted his death sentence to deportation, escaped to commit a larceny, and other 
similar cases "considered to be really too heinous to postpone the execution of death 

penalty" (TCLL eh. 5 [45] 53b u.; eh. 37 [415] 44a u.). 
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to the governor in writing and carry out capital punishment instantly upon 
their approval.< 72) The case was then concluded with an ex-post-facto report 
to Peking. This measure was designed to avoid the risk of the bandits' being 
rescued en route to the higher court. However, it is said that once this ex
pediency measure went into effect, some local officials applied it equally to 
ordinary cases of homicide and larceny and, in extreme cases, even executed 
criminals without seeking higher approval, so that, as a result, no more than 
one or two out of every ten cases were actually reported to the Emperor 
through the regular reviewing procedure. Concern over the effect of such 
abuses caused the abolition of this regulation in 1882 in all provinces but 
Kansu and Kwangsi, despite strong objections by many governors.( 73 ) 

Now, as mentioned above, the criminals were normally sent in person to 
a higher court, together with the relevant documents for re-examination. This 
practice, referred to as chieh-shen )'q~!ffiE or chao-chieh :r7i:Ui, (74) was followed 
only up to the level of the provincial capital, however. Following completion 
of the judicial commissioner's investigation, the convict was usually sent back 
to await judgement and execution in the district jail. (75 ) As such trips were 
quite costly, (76) as well as troublesome for both the officials and the people, 

(72) In 1848, approving Lin Tse-hsii's ;tt~U~ proposal, an Imperial order was issued to 
the effect that it should be permitted, within two provinces, Yunnan and Kwangsi, 
and for the limited period of five years, to take the following measures: "If a 
member of a large group of bandit is captured, the person shall be sent to the tao 
or fu. After examination, the case shall be reported to the judicial commissioner as 
well as to the governor. Upon the latter's approval, capital punishment shall be 
executed on the spot" (tR1flt~~~~iB, rftJt:r.lt!?/1~~i@tJ&, m:!lfg§~_x* RJ~~'f#.1€ 
:Nrft~, ~±i!fiE~) (HTSL eh. 850, 14ab). Thereafter, other governors presented the 
same or similar requests to the Emperor for their own provinces. And such a situation 
affected the content of the regulation to become quite loose. This seems to have 
been chiu-ti-cheng-fa chang-ch'eng. 

(73) HTSL eh. 850, 18a-22a. 
(74) Chao means "to confess", in common with the usage in "kung-chao" #H:g or "ch'eng

chao" ~J:g. Chieh ·refers to sending actual goods or persons. Chao-chieh means, 
therefore, to confirm a confession and send the offender. 

(75) It is doubtless from the context of various regulations that the capital punishment 
was executed, as a rule, in the criminal's native chou or hsien. For those sentenced 
to li-chueh: TLTI 411-40, 411-47, 411-56; for chien-hou: TLTI 411-18, 411-24. 
When a li-chueh sentence was exceptionally executed in the provincial capital, the 
convict's head was sent back to the place of the crime committed to expose it to the 
public (TLTI 411-23). Those sentenced to deportation or banishment, too, were to 
start for exile from their native district. This is testified by the fact that the local 
magistrate was the principal person who suffered discipline when the execution of 
those punishments delayed beyond allowance (TCLL eh. 5 [45] 46a u.). 

(76) The convoy expenses were not at all or only partially covered by the official fund, 
the circumstances varying from one district to another. Another trouble was added 
by the usage whereby government runners at a higher office, on the occasion of ac
cepting a convoyed criminal, demanded a customary fee. It was inevitable that the 
local government runner to whom the convoy was assigned extorted money from 
those involved in the case, in order to meet those expenses and to make a remuneration 
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certain measures other than that of chiu-ti cMng-fa chang-ch'eng were pro
vided to simplify the procedure. For instance, in all cases but capital ones 
occurring far from the provincial capital, officials were allowed to send the 
criminals to the fu, then to the nearest tao, whence the report was sent to 
the judicial commissioner for conclusion. This practice began during the 
Tao-kuang period. (77) For certain kinds of crimes, also, chieh-shen was ap
plied only up to fu level (or, for cases originating in a chih-li chou, up to 
tao level); that is, hearings were conducted only up to the second level; (73 ) 

other cases required only a report, chieh-shen being unnecessary. (79 ) On the 
other hand, when the offender was an official (referred to as kuan-fan 108), 
he could be sent all the way up to the Board of Punishment. (80 ) Cases arising 
within Peking itself were investigated by the Wu-ch'eng Ping-ma-ssu E.~~.~ '§1, 
and the Pu-chiln T'ung-ling ~1Jr*'5EiJi, who assumed police responsibilities for 
the capital.( 81 ) When a case was determined worthy of punishment includ
ing or exceeding temporary banishment, they sent the criminal to the Board 
of Punishment for examination. (82) Thus, cases to be heard and examined 
at the Board of Punishment were called "cases of hsing-pu hsien-shen" ;lflj{r~:EJfffi:. 

At each stage of the obligatory review procedure, the provisional sen
tence drafted by the lower office might be considered unjustified or careless. 
In such cases the higher office naturally refused to pass the case on or, where 
it had the decision-making authority itself, to pass judgement. Po ~ (to 
reject) refers to such cases. The reason for rejection could include insuffi
cient or suspect investigation; invocation of inappropriate statutes; a demand 
for an over-severe or over-lenient penalty; inadequacy of the original indict
ment; or sometimes, offender's repudiation of his original confession. 

for himself. Magistrates used to connive such misconducts of runners to a certain 
extent because they were aware of the necessity. Several reform measures were taken 
by the central or provincial authorities, which mostly consisted of prohibition of de
manding fee on the acceptance of a convoyed criminal and appropriation of a sufficient 
fund to cover the expenses (CFTL eh. 16, 6a; SuL T'ung-chih 7, nieh 12ab, 17ab.). 

(77) TLTI 411-34. 
(78) TLTI 411-59, 411-61. 
(79) For example, when an unfilial son, accused by his grand-parents or parents, was to 

be sentenced to deportation (TLTI 411-37); when a woman, charged with adultery, 
was to be sentenced to the temporary banishment, which was commuted into a fine 
as a privilege for the female (TCLL eh. 36 [395] lb u.; eh. 36 [407] 30b u.); and 
in general, when the guilt was doubtless confirmed with regard to a crime less 
heinous. (TLTI 405-10). 

(80) HTSL eh. 849, 5b, an edict of 1800 states: __§_:;§--;gj''g~Br=[=r, ~1f 45';1(!lxH-U:g:~~~~
(81) Ping-ma-ssu was an agent subordinate to Wu-ch'eng hsun-ch'eng yu-shih .li:f4t;~~Jpse_ 

dispatched from the Tu-ch'a-yuan. Pu-chun t'ung-ling was an office composed of 
Banner men which had the banner infantry under its command and assumed the 
garrison duty of the capital. The two offices held the police authority within Peking 
city, excluding that of the two hsien stationed in Peking: Ta-hsing *~ and Yiian
p'ing ~f. 

(82) TLTI 411-35. 
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How were the rejected cases dealt with? Generally speaking, a fu, when 
it rejected the provisional sentence of a district court, ordered the convict 
returned for retrialto the locality where the case had been originally tried.<83> 

It could also switch the case to another district magistrate within its jurisdic
tion should the official originally in charge insist upon his interpretation. <84> 

If the case was a serious one, moreover, the fu occasionally re-examined the 
whole case itself after summoning all those involved and acquiring the full 
record of the original trial. <85 ) In this way a superior official-not only fu 
level but in general-could conduct a public hearing, known as t'i-shen tkt!ffi: 
or ch'in-t'i lJiikt (to bring the case under a superior's personal examination) 
If invocation of inappropriate statutes was the only problem, and no fault 
was found with the investigation, the fu would order the district court to 
revise its proposed sentence, sending a written summary of its findings but 
without returning the criminal.<86 ) If the district court still adhered to its 
original proposal, the fu was authorized to revise the sentence itself and for
ward it to the higher court.<87 > 

The judicial commissioner or governor followed the same procedure 
when they rejected a case, but in cases occurring far from the provincial 
capital, instead of returning the offender, ordered the local officials themselves 
to come to the capital for re-examination of the case. <88 ) Also, when the 
seriousness of a case required a public hearing conducted by a superior offi
cial (t'i-shen), general practice included such actions as ordering fa-shen-chil 
members (discussed above) to investigate the case,< 89 ) passing it on to the 
metropolitan prefect (shou-fu §f!tt) in the provincial capital; <90 ) or ordering 
the prefect controlling the district concerned to come to the capital for a 
further hearing. <91 ) As another means of expediting the case, the governor 
would occasionally supplement an inadequate investigation by sending a com
missioner to the district in question to interrogate witnesses and other persons 
involved, while retaining the offender in the provincial capital.<92 ) 

A governor in all probability, seldom rejected provisional sentence ap
proved by the judicial commissioner; nevertheless, such cases did exist. <93 > 

(83) CFTL eh. 47, 2b: ... ~45'~W-··· 
(84) HTSL eh. 122, 7a: ···cj(~.§U~:it-W···· Under such circumstances, either the official 

on command took a trip to the original district (this was anticipated in CFTL eh. 
47, 4a) or the criminal was sent to him. 

(85) SuL T'ung-chih 13, nieh 17a: •··~:fi~)\Jrft, Jf:~\imf!l···· 
(86) TLTI 422-03: fh1'M~W/W*{tj:, ~i:i#tl'~BN, #~gx;1.f5K~, ~J:,~Ff~,~)\JB~[EJ, .Lf:: 

fflti~···· 
(87) CFTL eh. 48, 5b: ···J:'§J~$ili(iE···· 
(88) TLTI 410-05; HTSL eh. 122, IOb 
(89) Cf. SuL Kuang-hsii 17, nieh [~m:l~ffei.:it-1:lUt-:r:)J~~f§:!] 
(90) SuL T'ung-chih 13, nieh 15ab: ---~~X§ff&~W, gx;~~.~1.HJ5~···· 
(91) See note 88. 
(92) See note 90. 
(93) LA eh. 22, 27ab; LA (sup.) eh. 34, 23a-24b. 
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An offender sent on to a higher court could deny his original confession 
and plead innocence at any point on the judiciary ladder. This was referred 
to as fan-i ~~ (to overturn one's statement). Retraction of a confession fre
quently served to expose the illegality or arbitrariness of the officials who 
had conducted the original hearing. If a higher court admitted that the 
offender's new statement was at all plausible, the seriousness of the situation 
was such that it required the office to take one of the following measures: 
instead of simply returning the case to the original district it could a) try 
the case itself (ch'in-t'i); b) appoint an independent commissioner to re
investigate the affair; or c) if it was to be returned, send a fresh commissioner 
to re-examine the case jointly with the original local official.<94) In general, 
retraction of an original confession may be seen as embodying essentially the 
same characteristics as an appeal, which is discussed below. 

When the Board of Punishment rejected a sentence proposed by a gov
ernor for a tzu-chieh case (for which the Emperor's approval was not required), 
it did so on its own authority; in a t'i-chieh case it did so after seeking the 
Emperor's approval. The former was called tzu-po ,gr.~, the latter t'i-po 
M~. (95 ) In either event, if the Board's disagreement was on a legal issue 
only, it simply demanded revision of the sentence; when such a procedure 
was considered unnecessary, the Board of Punishment itself altered the sen
tence, sought the Emperor's approval, and thus concluded the case. (96 ) Sus
pect or inadequate investigation, however, were treated by urging the gover
nor to re-investigate the points in question and submit a revised draft of 
sentence. (97) In the latter case it is likely that some governors ordered the 
original district court to re-try a rejected case and report back them, as the 
offender had usually been sent back by then; when the original trial was 
regarded as highly unreliable, however, they would appoint another official 
to re-investigate. 

Throughout the aforementioned process, regulations allowed a local offi
cial whose original judgement was rejected by a higher office to appeal to a 

(94) CFTL eh. 47, 2a: ~F1=1~'§1i!li::f'i', §,\(;~8{tta$:m1iffllffi~, ~J::pj~~jy~J.11i, §,\(;~ 
~'®71RJ~F1=1~1§1i:E.I, {J!:11J~N-ffi)=J; TCLL eh. 30 [332] 9ab u., an edict of 1836: ... ~ 
f.f{:!:filP'.lllffi~, &12:ID'f~1i::fjl~, ::fff::f~Jtfl1i···· Under such circumstances, it could 
be a magistrate of neighbouring districts or a member of yen-chu that was appointed 
as commissioner. 

(95) The terms are seen in HTSL eh. 848, 17a; TLTI 411-53, etc. 
(96) According to the Ch'ing Code, the Board of Punishment, which examined documents 

without giving hearings, was allowed to overrule the sentence only to mitigate the 
punishment, while it should send the case back to the governor for reconsideration 
if it saw the case deserve a severer punishment ( T LT I 422-02) . Actual cases are 
found, however, which indicate that this regulation was not strictly observed in 
practice. According to another provision, the Board of Punishment was authorized 
to overrule after having urged the governor to alter the sentence three times in vain 
(CFTL eh. 48, 6b). In fact, this requirement of three times was not observed, either. 

(97) As an example, LA (sup.) eh. 39, 16b-17b 
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yet higher office when he considered the rejection to be unjustified. <98 l 

The same term 'po' was also used when the Tu-ch'a-yilan or the Ta-li-ssu 
objected to a draft presented by the Board of Punishment for joint examina
tion by the Three Judicial Offices. On such occasions, t'ang-kuan or 'direc 
torial officials' from the three organizations met to coordinate their ideas. <99 l 

If unanimity was impossible, a majority decision could be reported to the 
Emperor, provided that the minority opinion was attached. It was forbidden, 
however, for officials from one office to insist upon an opinion which they 
had arrived at through consultation among themselves. In other words, the 
Council of the Three Judicial Offices was a separate consultative body com
posed of individual officials, and not a liaison organ for the Offices per se. 
Further, the majority pair were not permitted to include in the report their 
objections to the minority opinion. <100l 

The Emperor possessed the authority to make decisions completely at 
liberty, not only regarding cases on which the Three Judicial Offices differed, 
but in general whenever his approval was asked. To be sure, he would in 
most cases simply approve the provisional sentences submitted to him; on 
the other hand, there are many instances in which his decision can be seen 
to have increased or reduced the severity of the proposed sentence<101l. Occa
sionally, the Emperor refused his approval and ordered re-consideration of 
the case at a broader conference than the Three Judicial Offices. Moreover, 
it was not unlikely that from time to time the Emperor found the investiga
tion itself suspect and ordered a re-trial. <102) 

( 98) In 1728, a sub-statute was added to the Ch'ing Code to the effect that those who 
suffered unreasonable rejection of their drafts by a superior should be permitted to 
appeal directly to the Three Judicial Offices. This was abolished in 1740. The 
abolition did not mean, however, to shut other less radical ways of appeal, as seen in 
the following statement about the grounds of the abolition: "If a fu prefect un
reasonably rejects, one may appeal to one of both commissioners; if a commissioner 
does so, one may appeal to governor-general or governor. ... In fact, no one would 
arouse hostility of all the superiors in the province against himself by directly ap
pealing to the Three Judicial Offices" (HTSL eh. 843, lOb-lla). Oda, op. cit., 
vol. 5, p. 58, puts too much emphasis upon the abolishment of this regulation. 

( 99) TLTT044-0l, 067-03; HT eh. 69, 16a. By the eighth day of receiving the documents 
from the Board of Punishment, the Tu-ch'a-yuan and the Ta-li-ssu should either 
return them consenting by the signature or make notice of disagreement. In the 
latter case, the Board made out the schedule of the joint conference. 

(100) HT eh. 69, 17ab; the original edict of 1741 is found in LA (sup.) eh. 25, 59b. 
(101) It seems that the Emperor did so more frequently overruling the existing law it

self in favour of equity, than in correction of a misinterpretation of law found in 
the provisional sentence. That is to say, at this supreme level, power of judicature, 
legislation, amnesty etc. was held undifferentiated by one and the same person. 

(102) For an actual case wherein the Emperor, suspecting the story still to be cleared, 
ordered re-trial by the governor with the result of finding new facts, see TCLL eh. 
37 [411] 16b u., an edict of 1807. 
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Reporting: 

As part of the obligatory review process, a number of both preliminary 
and ex-post-fact~ reports were required. In homicide and larceny cases, 
the appropriate chou or hsien was obliged to send a preliminary report im
mediately to each supervisory official within the province-the governor, 
judicial commissioner, tao, fu and so on. (104) This report was further divided 
into two: t'ung-ping J.i~ and t'ung-hsiang J.igf, (105) both of which were 
essential. T'ung-ping was the written acknowledgement of the occurrence 
of and circumstances surrounding a new case. Given notice of an incident, 
district magistrates had to conduct an on-the-spot inspection without delay 
and send their t'ung-ping within five days from the start of the investigation 
for homicide cases, and within three days for larceny cases. (106) T'ung-hsiang 
was the accurate record prepared by district magistrates of the result of the 
investigation and statements of victims and other persons concerned, stamped 
with the official seal and sent to their superiors, who retained it as an official 
document. This had to be done within ten days from the start of the in
vestigation.(107) Upon the arrest of an offender, he had to be questioned, and 
the result of the interrogation together with a copy of his initial confession 
also had to be reported in the form of a t'ung-hsiang. In Kiangsu province 
the time allowed for this was not more than one month.(108 ) On the other 
hand, one t'ung-hsiang was very likely enough in cases where the offender was 
immediately arrested. 

One of the main reason for making t'ung-ping compulsory was to prevent 
concealment of a case by a district magistrate fearful of impairing his service 
record, especially when the case threatened to become wrapped in mystery. (109> 

Another may have been to enable higher officials to take every opportunity 
to arrest an offender. (llO) The significance of the obligatory t'ung-hsiang was, 
first, that possession by senior officials of fresh data collected immediately 
after the occurrence of an incident allowed them to check on any subsequent 
malpractices, such as attempts by a district magistrate to avoid troublesome 
consequences by deliberately concealing the truth in later documents, or ficti-

(104) With regard to cases other than homicide and larceny, similar report could be sent, 
though not required by law. 

(105) Wang Hui-tsu discusses on ping and hsiang, two forms of document addressed to 
superiors (Hsueh-chih-i-shuo eh. shang, 10b). Ping was essentially a personal letter; 
hsiang an official document of the organ. They just correspond to tsou and t'i 
addressed to the Emperor. See note 57. 

(106) CFTL eh. 43, 2b-3a; eh. 41, 5b-6a; SuL T'ung-chih 11, nieh 8a-9a. 
(107) CFTL eh. 43, 3a, eh. 41, 6ab; HTSL eh. 853, 16ab; SuL T'ung-chih 5, nieh 3a. 
(108) SuL the same pages as in notes 106 and 107. 
(109) Deliberate negligence of t'ung-ping with a purpose of concealing the incident itself 

was severely disciplined as hui-ming ~'Rf.I or hui-tao ~~-
(llO) SuL T'ung-chih 11, nieh Sa: 'Rf.I~*{!:[::, .:f(ffiEfim~{J!J~N_. ···::tl.@&l\=l;illfR, 0~}.lt~J1!i 

~~¥-
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tious statements made by the offender contradicting his original confession. (lll) 

The second factor was that t'ung-hsiang provided the ba'sis for the sub
sequent instructions of the senior officials, especially the judicial commissioner 
in his capacity as "punishment headquarters".(112) It was highly troublesome 
if, following the local court's decision on a provisional sentence and dispatch 
of the prisoner, a case was rejected due to inadequacies in the trial. Con
sequently, the senior official would list the essential points to be scrutinized 
and confirmed, and only then could the local officials determine the provisional 
sentence and dispatch the prisoner. In serious cases such as an outbreak of 
banditary, or when a prisoner's confession was found to be highly contradic
tory, the senior official, upon receiving the t'ung-hsiang report, took it upon 
his own authority to conduct a hearing.(114) 

Hui-pao j;f~ (collective report) and hui-t'i j;M (collective memorial) 
were forms of ex-post-facto report. A governor was authorized to try 
and to pass sentence upon ordinary cases liable to temporary banishment, 
but was required to submit to the Board of Punishment once every three 
months an ex-post-facto report giving details of the complete circumstances 
of all cases concluded during that period. This collective report was known 
as hui-pao. Similarly, a governor had to present each year an ex-post-facto 
collective memorial to the Emperor on all cases involving homicide and result
ing in temporary banishment, as well as those resulting in perpetual and 
military banishment and deportation, which had been concluded after con
sultations with the Board of Punishment. The Board, on the other hand, was 
itself obliged to submit a collective memorial to the Emperor on cases con-

(111) Naturally, the culprit's finally confirmed confession sent together with the person 
could vary from the preliminary one written in the t'ung-hsiang. Such a situation 
was justifiable, but required a convincing explanation (CFTL eh. 48, 5a). There
fore, wise mu-yu were cautious to write nothing unnecessary in t'ung-hsiang in 
order to avoid future troubles (Tsuo-chih-yao-yen Sb). Unnatural death, with no 
crime suspected behind, also used to be reported in the t'ung-hsiang form, which 
was effective in preventing cunning people from taking advantage of the incident 
to file a fabricated suit afterwards (HTSL eh. 851, 18a-19a). 

(112) SuL T'ung-chih 13, nieh 15a: *~'i§'.JiffF5~JflJi5ii?lizrfr. w~:e--Jffi-~i/J~&--!ll 
~~. P1:rtr,rtWJz~t 1#~mJ~, ~*~lli~rJtim, · · · 0mm~1&,1Q11ttfflEz:l:Jf 

(114) A homicide case occurred in Ying-shan ~fll hsien, Anhwei province, in 1776 pro-
vides an example: Kuang-ming Jfl:lf.J, a Buddhist priest, maternal uncle of Tu Ju
i t±Pr:r~, committed adultery with Tu Ju-i's wife and killed Tu Te-cheng *±1~iE, 
Ju-i's father, who was keeping a close eye on him with suspicion. The magistrate, 
deceived by Kuang-ming's fabricated statements, interrogated Tu Ju-i, the plaintiff, 
resorting to a torturous means. The latter could not help to admit the false story 
that Tu Ju-i, having come across the scene of adultery committed by his father and 
his wife, attacked his father with an ax, and that Kuang-ming, who happened to 
be at the scene, backed him. The prefect (chih-chou of Liu-an t;;.'!i:. chih-li-chou), 
who found this confession in the t'ung-hsiang and saw the story doubtful, took the 
case on his own authority; conducted hearings with the result of clearing the false 
charge (TCLL eh. 37 [409] 9b u.; HTSL eh. 843, 12b-13b.). Two sub-statutes in 
the Code, TLTI 409-4, 409-5, have their origin in this case. 
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eluded through hsien-shen, that is, where it had acted as the first instance 
tribunal, once every three months. (115l It can be inferred that the Board 
of Punishment and the Emperor overruled already concluded cases when an 
erroneous judgement was found through examination of these · collective 
reports. C115al A hui-t'i case is found at least where, after an error was dis
covered, the correct interpretation of law was pronounced for future ref
erence. C116l 

Cases entrusted to the magistrate (chou-hsien tzu-li) did not require this 
kind of detailed ex-post-facto report. However, at the end of every month, 
district magistrates did have to classify such cases according to the following 
categories; a) chiu-kuan Blif (transferred from the preceding month), b) hsin
shou ~~X (accepted within the current month), c) k'ai-ch'u ~~i (resolved 
within the month), and d) shih-tsai ~1± (carried forward to the following 
month). They also had to submit to each superior official a list of the titles 
and synopses of the cases in each category, known as "hsiln-huan-pu" 1Jlf£.l~ 
(revolving register) or "ssu-chu chien-ming ch'ing-ts'e" ll9ttfiffljJMJ-Bfr (table of 
summaries classified under four headings).<117l The administrative function 
of this system was chiefly to expedite the judicial process, though one should 
not thus conclude that senior officials never intervened concerning lesser 
punishments such as the cangue or the bamboo. For instance, should the 
accessories of, or others involved in the case of a principal offender subject 
to a penalty including or exceeding temporary banishment be sentenced them
selves to receive blows of the bamboo, the district magistrate was authorized 
to carry out their sentence and release them; at the same time, this matter 
had to be mentioned in the obligatory review document on the principal 
offender. After examining this document, a senior official could order a 
revision of the bambooing sentence if he regarded it as unreasonable. If he 
recommended a lighter punishment, the only result was a black mark on 
the local magistrate's record; if a heavier one was to be inflicted, the balance 
was adjusted by supplementary blows (t'ieh-chang ~i!itt).<118l 

In addition to the above, many routine reporting duties were prescribed 
to serve for judicial administrative purposes, such as reports of the execution 
of a sentence, of a death among the prisoners and so on. 

(115) TLTI 411-45 (see note 52); TLTI 411-36 (see note 61); see also notes 55, 56. 
(115a) This description is too moderate. After the publication of the Japanese version of 

this article, I have found two cases where the Board of Punishment, through ex
amination of hui-pao documents, overruled the governor's decision which was going 
to be or even had already been put in execution. Hsing-an hui-lan JfiJ*nil:, T'u
shu-chi-ch'eng-chii, 1886, eh. 31, 17b; eh. 40, 23a. 

(116) LA (sup.) eh. 37, 15ab 
(117) TLTI 334-02, 334-04, .334-05, 334-09; SuL Tung-chih 6, nieh 20a-24a 
(118) TLTI 407-02, TCLL eh. 36 [407] 30b u.; LA eh. 43, 99a-100a 
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Appeals: 

The obligatory review system was established to ensure fair trials by 
'automatically' exposing the judgement of lower offices to criticism from above. 
On the other hand, there also existed an appeals process which enabled those 
involved in a case to plead for correction by a higher court of a penalty con
sidered unjust. Such an appeal, referred to in statutes and elsewhere as shang
k'ung J::f~, resulted sometimes from dissatisfaction with the result of the 
original hearing, sometimes from suspicion of illegality or negligence in its 
procedure. Although I use the term 'appeal', the following description shows 
how far it differed from our present judicial conception of the word. 

The following deals with cases in which an appeal wa$ lodged despite 
the existence of the obligatory review system. 

First of all, the obligatory review system could not be applied to cases 
entrusted to the magistrate, those predominantly civil ones liable to only minor 
penalties. In such cases, dissatisfied persons, whether plaintiff or defendant, 
had no other recourse than to appeal to a higher court. <119 ) Secondly, an 
appeal was granted to a plaintiff not content with the outcome of a suit filed 
for damages, such as the killing of a member of his family. In particular, 
many appeals seem to have arisen where the authorities did not seriously at
tempt to proceed with the trial, either because of a simple desire for peace at 

. any price, or because of the cajoling of a socially influential defendant.< 120) 

Thirdly, it should be remembered, as mentioned earlier, that those who had 
been falsely charged could plead innocence to a senior official; the denial of a 
once confessed offence had the same significance as an appeal. In this case 
the appeal was granted not only to the falsely-charged individual himself, 

(119) Higher officials were generally reluctant to deal with trifle disputes among citizens; 
they would pay no heed to an appeal if they found in it only a candid statement 
of civil matters. Therefore, appellants often resorted to a technique of giving the 
case an air of a felonious crime through exaggeration and fabrication-a practice 
idiomatically called nieh-tz'u sung-t'ing f.§!roY:~~ (to make groundless statements in 
order to attract officials' attention). This was the case not only with regard to an 
appeal but also, to some extent, to a suit in general. There was a proverb: "Wu
huang pu-ch'eng-chuang" ~t;~~gx;~ (One cannot write an effective complaint 
without inserting unfounded statements) (Tso-chih-yao-yen, hsu 2a). 

(120) A typical instance for this is found in the case of reluctant prefect Ming Ch'ing 
~,m, 1807 (TCLL eh. 36 [405] 28b u.). The closest relatives of a murdered victim, 
after having filed an appeal twice with the fu prefect with no result, appealed to 
such superiors as the tao, the judicial commissioner and the governor one after 
another. Each superior handed down the case to the prefect ordering investigation. 
Having put off for nine months, the prefect at last started to conduct the trial. 
He never concluded the case, however, finding every possible excuse to slow down 
the proceedings. The appellants went to Peking appealing to the central govern
ment. A special commissioner was appointed by the latter to investigate the case, 
who succeeded in settling the matter-the appellants were made to realize that 
their plea was groundless. 
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but also to his family members.(121 ) Now, an offender was normally sent only 
as far as the provincial capital or, in some cases, to the tao or fu. Hence, if 
the false charge had not been cleared at this stage, it was essential for him 
to go to Peking or to the provincial capital to lodge his appeal. In such 
cases, his family members would probably go on his behalf, since he was 
usually under confinement. It does not seem to have been unusual, however, 
for the individual himself to go to Peking to appeal, perhaps after having 
skipped bail. <122) Furthermore, only rarely was the appeal a purely defen
sive measure intended to deny one's guilt; rather, it was a means of self
protection, aimed at exposing either certain misconducts of the officials in 
the original trial or the misdeeds of his accusers, even if it sometimes involved 
uttering falsehoods. It is therefore impossible to distinguish clearly between 
this type of appeal and one which stemmed from the dissatisfaction of a 
plaintiff. <124) Fourthly, the victim of illegal mistreatment at the first hearing 
was entitled to an immediate appeal. Generally speaking, the common people 
could appeal any unlawful conduct on the part of officials to their higher 
supervisory office, as they could any illegality connected with the legal pro
cess. <125 ) 

The obligatory review system prescribed clearly the correct order for deal
ing a case, and the organs through which it should pass. Such was not the 
case for appeals, the only stipulation being that all appeals to a higher office 
must be processed by the district magistrates first. <126) While both custom 
and official favour decreed that those who were dissatisfied at the local level 
appealed to the fu, then to the tao, the financial or judicial commissioner, 

(121) This is presupposed in TLTI 336-00. HTSL eh. 1042, 16b, a regulation of 1660 

provides: fh££Fe1i~tm, :-t,fJ~it1!r, **~ii~, 1J'lls"JfJfiE~, ... 1.J,ttl'EX1!f. 
(122) For example, in a case of 1810, Ch'en T'ing-yii ~il!ii~fti~, who had been convicted by 

the Board of Punishment, skipped bail (tsai-pao chien-t'ao tEf*tl:®) to address 
himself to the authority, accusing the clerical official under the Board, who had been 
in charge, of some misconducts committed in the investigation process (TCLL eh. 
30 [332] 5ab u.). Incidentally, bail under the Ch'ing dynasty followed the method 
of having someone stand guarantee for the culprit. 

(124) In most regulations concerning appeals such as TLTI 332-15, t'ung-hsing jjfi (a 
general circular) of 1815 (TCLL eh. 30 [332] 4ab u.), an edict of 1807 (HTSL eh. 
750, 6a-7a) and so on, it is difficult to discern which of the two types of appeal is 
meant thereby. That is a natural consequence of the fact that they were, in their 
nature, not clearly distinguished from each other. By the way, the word yuan ~ 
meant not only a false charge but also a situation in general in which truth was 
not recognized. 

(125) Therefore, there could be a kind of people who used to give local officials much 
trouble in such a way as described in an edict of 1800: "Those wicked people are 
accustomed to defy all pressing measures in tax collection and to resist against 
court decisions in litigation. If a local magistrate resorts to slight punishments in 
connection with tax pressing or litigation, they promptly lodge an appeal fabricating 
a story in the hope of revenging on the magistrate." (HTSL eh. 816, 7a) 

(126) See note 47. The sub-statutes mentioned there keep silence about appropriate organs 
for the appellants to go to after dissatisfied at the chou-hsien level. 
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and the governor in that order, <127 ) there seem to have been no legal require
ments to that effect. <128) Moreover, an appeal could be accepted by the finan
cial commissioner, who was normally outside the obligatory review process, 
as well as the tao intendant, who entered it only in exceptional cases. <129 ) 

Again there was no division of. duty between the financial and judicial com
missioners according to the contents of a case; the appellant could appeal to 
whichever he preferred. c13o) The only provision was that the financial com
missioner was obliged to request a meeting with the judicial commissioner 
before making 'hsing-ming' decisions, which probably included all penalties 
including and exceeding that of temporary banishment.<131) In short, an ap-

(127) An edict of 1812 describes the situation as follows (HTSL eh. 816, IOb): f['[~'g~ 
111~0, f!U1±1!&~WJ~, 0t?Z$w'F. ~i:i=lfif:5&}J1Jjfjf, tl~lflJ~~:MW~~~~ffirF~¥m. 

(128) The following example shows that in practice a different process was also possible: 
Hui-ch'ang Kung-so (an association of people from Hai-ning hsien) in Shanghai, in 
their pursuit of culprit of an arson which had victimized a member, filed a suit 
with the Mixed Court. Disappointed with its inefficiency, they appealed to the tao, 
which ordered the case to be transferred to the hsien. When the hsien's investigation 
turned. out no better, they appealed simultaneously to the fu and to the judicial 
commissioner petitioning that the case be taken under the authority of the fu. 
See Negishi Tadashi f]!ft¥{s, Shanghai no Girudo J:;ifjv') .:¥ Jv F' (Guilds in Shanghai), 
Nihon Hyoronsha, Tokyo, 1951, p. 89. 

(129) This is evidenced by the fact that Chin Kuang-t'i found a great number of law
suits pend.ing unsolved at each office (the financial commissioner and two tao included) 
stationed in the provincial capital, when he took office as governor of Kiangsi in 
1807. His statement runs as follows (HTSL eh. 122, 23a): ;g~ffiF5*i%tfgµJll, ~p 
ifnsn+n!EQ, ~WltrF5*i%e~, if=sh+/\,EQ, *WlffiF5*M~, ifnsl\+=:.,EQ, 
.!!l*-i;:;§.;g~*i%tf~, ifh+nm. See also note 143a. 

(130) Oda, op. cit., vol. 5, p. 56, states: "As a method whereby both commissioner tried 
cases of appeal ... criminal cases fell under the jurisdiction of the judicial com
missioner whereas civil ones under that of the financial; it is noteworthy that the 
same arrangement is observable between the Board of Punishmant and the Board 
of Finance." It was already pointed out that the latter part of the above statement 
must be denied (see note 44). With regard to the arrangement between both com
missioners, Oda presents no evidence to support his arguement. It must be denied, 
too, by the counter-evidence found in a regulation of 1770, which stipulates that a 
lower official entrusted with the investigation of an appealed case should be rewarded 
when the following was the case (HTSL eh. 122, 14ab): :;§..:gf*{tj::, *~~~ffiWl~ft 
11~, ... ~r:i}]{Fr:i~'§7!<.Fr:i~~-, Ffi~~~' 0~±:%~'1i', *~f~~~'§~/±1'.lrlf, ~wBY,:iE-
This indicates that it was possible for the financial commissioner to accept an appeal 
on a case which might result even a capital punishment and to entrust a lower 
official with its re-trial. 

(131) As an instance illustrating this rule, Kuo Hung $~~. a financial commissioner, was 
disciplined by forfeit of six months salary on the charge of "having concluded a 
case of homicide committed on the occasion of (victim's) resisting arrest, without 
consulting the judidal commissioner" (~}gtiifflfin!H:f::, j!;~@r!RJY!WJ, ~fUJtM) 
(LA (sup.) eh. 25, 17a). It is not unreasonable that the financial commissioner was 
not authorized to conclude a case of hsing-ming by himself, but could accept one 
to entrust a lower official with the investigati.on. For, if the case turned out to 
come under a punishment of temporary banishment or heavier as a result of investi
gation by the entrusted official, the case itself was submitted, soon or later, to the 
judicial commissioner through the regular channel of obligatory review (See note 
145). Simultaneouely, the financial commissioner, who had handed down the case, 
received a report on the results of investigation. 
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peal was accepted at any higher office provided that the officials in the original 
trial were under its supervision, and that significant results were expected 
from it. 

Those unable to attain satisfaction at the provincial level were allowed 
to appeal to the central government in Peking, referred to as ching-k'ung }}(~. 
Such action was defined as a last resort, failing satisfaction from the governor 
of one's native province, although a direct appeal was not necessarily re
fused.<132) Such appeals were chiefly accepted at the Tu-ch'a-yilan and the 
Pu-chiln t'ung-ling, which constituted a sort of window to ching-k'ung. <133) 

Those with no faith in the regular appeal system often resorted to kneeling 
before the gates of the Palace or awaiting an Imperial tour in order to appeal 
directly to the Emperor. Of this practice, known as k'ou-hun PPM, the latter 
was forbidden by a sub-statute in the Code which had its origin in the Ming 
dynasty, offenders being sentenced to military banishment and the dismissal 
of their case. <134) The former was common during very early Ch'ing times, 
only coercive behaviour being forbidden, but soon had become completely 
prohibited. <135) Despite the official prohibition of direct appeals to the Em
peror, some people still resorted to it occasionally, most often by awaiting an 
Imperial tour. The Emperor did not always reject such appeals, and in many 
cases ordered the case to be re-examined; violation of the prohibition was 
not usually punished if a false charge was cleared in this way. <136) 

How were appeals dealt with? Those made to the central government, 
to begin with, underwent certain changes over time. Prior to 1799, the Tu
ch'a-yilan or Pu-chiln t'ung-ling had examined the. contents of appeal cases 
and classified them into three categories; a) chil-tsou ~*: to be reported to 
the Emperor asking for his directions; b) tzu-hui if§-IBJ: to be referred back 
to the governor urging investigation; and c) po-ch'ih ~f-F: to be rejected. (137) 
Generally speaking, chil-tsou cases were eventually handed back to the gover
nor; only in serious cases might a special commissioner (ch'in-ch'ai ~~) be 

(132) Appeals skipping over the governor were not accepted in principle prior to 1799 
(see note 139). Thereafter, they were accepted, though the appellants were slightly 
punished for the illegality (HTSL eh. 816, 7b; TLTI 332-17). 

(133) The Board of Punishment was prohibited to accept any suit by a regulation establish
ed in 1806 (TLTI 332-21), although in the earlier times occasionally it did. An 
Imperial drum was set in everybody's free access for those suffering an unmerited 
wrongs to beat in an urgent appeal. This instrument, called teng-wen-ku ~lit!IDl, 
was in earlier times under the charge of Tu-ch'a-yuan, later of T'ung-cheng-shih-ss11; 
its practical significance, however, was only symbolic. 

(134) TLTI 195-01. 
(135) HTSL eh. 816, la-3b. 
(136) For example, the case of Wang Chin-hsiu y.3:.;®;{~ in 1718 (TCLL eh. 18 [195] 14b u.); 

the case of Hung Ming-hsi.ian ~1¥.11[ in 1805 (TCLL eh. 37 [410] llb u.). On the 
other hand, a case is found in which an outrageous k'ou-hun was punished with 
strangulation (chien-hou), that is, more severely than provided in law (TCLL eh. 
18 [195] 14b u., the case of Li Chih-chih *~Olf::). 

(137) HTSL eh. 750, 5b-6a. 
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sent to conduct an investigation, or the Board of Punishment, on imperial 
orders, take charge of the criminal and the relevant documents to examine 
the case itself. (138) Thus an appeal to the central government, once accepted, 
was usually returned to the hands of the governor. The latter referred to 
this as ching-k'ung fa-chiao ;Jt~~X (handed down from the central govern
ment), or as feng-chih f a-chiao * l§':g-3'( (handed down by imperial order) 
if it had passed through chil-tsou. All trivial cases submitted to ching-k'ung, 
such as hu-hun t'ien-t'u ch'ien-chai, or those of no great seriousness which 
had not passed through the governor's hands, were rejected. (139) After 1799, 
to prevent any chance of popular grievances being incommunicable to the 
throne, the rejection principle was totally abolished, while instances of tzu
hui (referring back) were to be reported collectively to the Emperor at one
or two-month intervals. (l40) This measure caused such frequent abuses of 
the appeal procedure, however, that in 1882 rejection was partially revived. (141) 

In any case, when a person charged locally visited the capital in an attempt 
to clear himself of the false accusation, he was sent to the Board of Punish
ment, which then compared the points made in his appeal with the documents 
sent by the governor; should it deem further investigation advisable, the 
above-mentioned procedure was then followed. (142) 

Similarly, when a senior local official accepted an appeal, he generally 
ordered the appropriate office within his jurisdiction to re-investigate the case 
and report back to him. This was called wei-shen ~.:ffl: (to entrust a lower 
official with an investigation), and a case thus entrusted was referred to by 
the lower office as a case of shang-ssu p'i-fa J:: oJ}Jt:g- (handed down from 
a higher office). If the matter was a serious one, the senior official himself 
conducted an investigation (ch'in-t'i). A sub-statute in the Ch'ing Code pre
scribed in detail the division of cases into ch'in'-t'i or wei~shen: (142a) 

(1) A governor was to investigate personally all cases appealed to the cen
tral government and then handed down; (143 ) Similarly, a local official 
was to investigate pe_rsonally all cases handed down by his immediate 
superiors. In other words, "sub"-wei-shen was not allowed. However, 
when· a particularly intricate hu-hun t'ien-t'u case arose, local officials 
were permitted to dispatch a commissioner to conduct an inquiry, and 
to conclude the case after examining his report. 

(138) 

(139) 
(140) 
(141) 
(142) 
(142a) 
(143) 

TLTI 332-15. For an example of special commissioner dispatched, see note 120. 
The case of Yen Ssii-hu lffl,~,)J[; in 1824 is an example of examination by the Board 
of Punishment (TCLL eh. 37 [410] llb-12a u.; eh. 30 [332] Sa u.). 
See the earlier (1769) version of TLTI 332-15 recorded in HTSL eh. 815, 10b. 
HTSL eh. 750, 5b-6a; TLTI 065-03, 
TCLL eh. 30 [332] 9b u. 
TLTI 332-15; 332-20. 
TLTI 410-07. 

"To investigate personally" did not probably exclude an expedient device of en
trusting a member of fa-shen-chu with substantial investigation. 
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(2) A senior official was to investigate personally all cases where the appeal 
alleged illegal conduct such as ying-ssu wang-fa ~flit.fit (to accept a 
bribe for an unlawful act) or lan-hsing pi-ming ~fflj~ip (to illegally tor
ture a person to death) against officers in the original hearing. In addi
tion, "when the case raised issues of extreme gravity or when the facts 
were highly dubious or complicated" the senior official was personally 

responsible. 
(3) When an appeal was against the unsatisfactory completion of the first 

hearing, or even during that hearing if it alleged i-le hua-kung ~:/WJ:ii:1~ 
(a forced signature on a written confession), lan-hsing ch'i-ya ~1-Tfttl:fl 
(illegal confinement), yen pu hsiln-chieh ~.::f~im (leaving a case un
resolved), or shu-i cha-tsang wu-pi fH:5tffk•~ ( extortion and swindling 
by the clerks and runners), the following regulations applied: the case 
was to be entrusted to the financial or judicial commissioner, or the tao 
intendant if it had been appealed to the governor; to the prefect super
vising the original district, or a prefect or magistrate of neighbouring 
fu, chou or hsien, if appealed to either of the two commissioners or the 
tao;C143a) and to be personally investigated by the prefect if appealed to 
a fu or chih-li chou. At all events, returning the case to the original 
office, or ordering the original officials to participate in the new investi
gation was forbidden. 

(4) A senior official was to investigate personally all appeals resulting from 
cases which he had entrusted to his subordinates. 

(5) Appeals made during the original hearing for reasons other than those 
given in (2) and (3) above were to be returned to the local office for 
continued inquiries, and a report on the findings was required. (144) 

These regulations confirm that, by and large, cases accepted at top level 
were handed down to the bottom. Local officials receiving such cases had to 
report the results of their inquiry to the highe'r official responsible. (145) That 
the former could not afford to neglect matters important enough to warrant 
direct supervision by their superiors would have had the effect of securing 

(143a) Although TLTI 410-07 follows here somewhat ambiguous wording "ssu-tao" pj~, 

in the earlier versions of the same sub-statute appear such explicit expressions as 
"fan-nieh liang-ssu" rif:~ffi'i§'.1 or "tu-fu fan-nieh" ~~ri!Hil (HTSL eh. 843, 20b). 
Therefore, it is doubtless that "ssu" means here both commissioners, financial and 
judicial, inclusively. 

(144) It seems that those written rules were not strictly observed in practice. It was not 
uncommon that an appealed case was accepted to be simply returned to the original 
officials. See TCLL eh. 37, [411] 24ab u., a memorial submitted by censor Teng 
Ch'ing-lin J~!lf- in 1876; HTSL eh. 122, 20b-2la, an edict of 1803. 

(145) Apart from this report to the superior who had handed down the case, regular 
process of obligatory review should be followed if the matter turned out to come 
under a major punishment, sending the criminal to the appropriate (not necessarily 
the same) superior, as the sub-statute discussed here clearly provides: tf:{91J.!fflH:gf!?i1:;jlf, 
iJ1/ffiB1:gm. {J{91JT-J:gm:if, IW1±1~1f;zffii~~-
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a speedy and fair judicial process. That was the purpose of those appeals 
practices. 

The reality, however, did not necessarily match the ideal. As the saying 
"officials look after each other" suggests, government officers, even while 
believing in the justness of the appeal, often attempted to humour or buy 
off appellants, or else left cases unsolved, in order to 'save face' for officials 
at the original hearing. (146> On the other hand, it sometimes happened that 
a cunning individual attempted to escape retribution by exploiting the com
plex bureaucratic machinery. In order to delay an official investigation or 
a lawsuit, he could lodge a fictitious appeal by laying false or exaggerated 
charges against others or against the authorities. (147> De~pite imperial in
structions that all appeals, particularly those made to the centtal government, 
should receive rigorous and impartial examination, and that false accusations 
were to be strictly punished, such abuses appear to have persisted. 

In general, there was no time limit for convicts to be· allowed to lodge 
an appeal. Some offenders under sentence of death repudiated their con
fessions at the Autumn Assize and were awarded a re-investigation, (150> and 
some even at the scene of execution. In the latter case the execution had to 
be postponed and the matter reported to the Emperor, who would then send 
a special envoy to re-open inquiries. (151 ) Those sentenced to perpetual or 
military banishment could also appeal and have the judgement reversed even 
after being sent into exile. (152) It may be inferred from this that the concept 
of res judicata and the principle of ne bis in idem were not fully esta
blished. (153) (153a) 

(146) Illustrated in TCLL eh. 30 [332] Sa u., an edict of 1824; eh. 30 [336] 29b-30a u., 
an edict of 1836. 

(147) For an illustration, see Li Yil ,l:Ji, Tzu-chih-hsin-shu, ~zi:ffJT:i= eh. prima [fAB-W 
~tl]-

(150) LA (sup.) eh. 34, 60b-62a; eh. 34, 62a-63b; eh. 37, 17b-20b; etc. In the last 
case, false charge was cleared through the re-investigation. 

(151) TLTI 410-06. In 1807 an actual case occurred; the measures taken on that occasion 
were written down afterwards as this sub-statute. See HTSL eh. 843, 25a-26a. 

(152) TLTI 332-23. The main purport of this sub-statute is to shut a way of appeal for 
those who were serving sentence of banishment or deportation to memorialize from 
the place of exile to the throne, accusing others (especially, officials who had tried 
them) of some offences committed in connection with their cases. As a sideline, 
however, it is explicitly mentioned that their reasonable appeals to the appropriate 
authorities should be accepted. The following passage is found also in the Imperial 
edict of 1812 which ordered the drafting of this sub-statute (HTSL eh. 816, 9a): 
w~~~*•mm ~~$~ w~~~~ ~m~•-

(153) When an accused was judged innocent, the court simply released him without giving 
a sentence of "not guilty". Consequently, he could be accused again on the same 
charge. An example is found in LA (sup.) eh. 34, 62a-63b: One of the four ac
complices confessed the offence as committed single-handed by himself, in order to 
save the other three. He was sentenced to death and imprisoned waiting for 
execution. Several years later, on the Autumn Assize, he repudiated his once made 
confession and told the truth. Then the other three, who had once been released, 
were arrested again and sentenced guilty. 
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It should be noted, finally, that no appeal ever disputed the interpreta
tion of the law, despite the broad opportunities for appeal described above. 
While this assertion cannot be backed up with positive evidence, neither is it 
possible to find any suggestion that such legal disputes did take place. One 
may safely conclude that such disputes were unimaginable for the contem
poraries, and that, not only with regard to appeals but in general also, appli
cation of the law was not an issue to be debated in court. (154) 

Circuit: 

Throughout Chinese history, a major function was fulfilled, alongside 
that of the obligatory review and appeals systems, by a third system which 
sent higher officials down to supervise judicial work at the lower levels, the 
"circuit". It was especially significant during the Han dynasty, before the 
obligatory review system had been fully institutionalized. (155) A Grand Ad
ministrator (t'ai-shou ::t~) would either visit personally or send his commis
sioner to all districts within his commandery (chiln ~) towards the end of 
each year in order "to give careful attention to the prisoners" (lu ch'iu-t'u 
~IEI~): i.e., to interview prisoners in the local jails, listen to their deposi
tions, check the records and documents, swiftly resolve any matters left un
concluded, or reverse a sentence when a charge was found to be false (p'ing
fan ZfS-&), and generally to give some relief to the prisoners.(156) Regional 
Inspectors (tz'u-shih Wtl51::.) visited commanderies and states (kuo ffi) within 
their region and also "gave careful attention to the prisoners".(157) In addi
tion, officials were sent by the Supreme Justice (t'ing-wei ~m-) in the capital 

(153a) For a full-scale discussion of this point, see my recent article "Shindai no Shiho ni 
okeru Hanketsu no Seikaku-Hanketsu no Kakutei to yu Kannen no Fusonzai" nfrf-t 
0> P'.JWtctnt Q fU#(O>'[li~-fUffeO>ft{Ut 2:: ~, 3 l)K~O>:ftftE (The Nature of Judicial 
Decisions in Ch'ing China: Lack of the Concept of res judicata), in H6gaku Ky6kai 
Zasshi r!~iiihwf~~' vol. 91 no. 8, p. · 47-96; vol. 92 no. 1, p. 1-64, 1974-75. 

(1~4) Miyazaki Ichisada, "Sagen Jidai no Hosei to Saiban Kiko" *jcffiff-tO>r!tU t i,JU~tl 
(Law and Judicial Structure in Sung and Yiian Times), in T6h6 Gakuh6 *15~¥~, 
Kyoto vol. 24, 1954, p. 151, adequately states: "Law did not belong to the people 
but to the government." This does not necessarily mean, however, that law was 
conceived of as something to be kept secret. Appeals based on a technical knowledge 
of law were possible. For example, a case is found, of Sung time, in which a de
fendant invoked a clause of law which stipulated a time-limit for a convict of 
inflicting bodily injury, beyond which any incidents such as the victim's death 
should not be charged on him. See R. H. van Gulik, transl., T'ang-yin-pi-shih, 
Brill, Leiden, 1956, p. 94 § 11. 

(155) For judicial system in the Han period, see A. F. P. Hulsewe, Remnants of Han Law, 
Brill, Leiden, 1955, p. 71-101; p. 81-86 in particular, in connection with the dis
cussion here. 

(156) Hou-han-shu eh. 38 states: }L;/!j"~~ -.. t'(~f!~~~' ~~~!El, -Sf~~¥!- Han-shu 
eh. 71 tells an episode of Chiin Pu-i's mother, a merciful woman. When her son, 
administrator of metropolitan area, returned from a circuit of lu-ch'iu-t'u, she was 
accustomed to ask him how many lives he had saved by reversing sentences. 

(157) Hou-han-shu eh. 38: ~1'M'~J2JJ\.~ ~fiFM~:H~~' ~IE!ft. 
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all over the country for the same purpose. (158) The Emperor himself occa
sionally even heard prisoners in the capital.(159) Much later, under the T'ang, 
it was prescribed that th~ prefect (tz'u-shih) of a chou (roughly correspond
ing to the Ch'ing dynasty fu) "should give careful attention to the prisoners", 
when he made his annual visit to the districts under his jurisdiction to super
vise general administration. (160) The Ming dynasty established a system by 
which certain officials of the Board of Punishment and the Ta-li-ssu were 
selected every five years as ad hoe judicial inspectors (shen-lu-kuan l:~s). 
Each was responsible for one province as his circuit, within which he too "gave 
careful attention to the prisoners".(161) Another advantage of the circuit 
system lay in its provision of ready opportunities for lodging appeals. (162) 

The circuit and obligatory review systems were complementary in that the 
function of the former was automatically reduced as the latter became esta
blished. The Ming system of five-yearly circuits was abolished in the early 
Ch'ing era, <163) but even then a similar system was maintained wherein the 
tao intendant was ordered to vi.sit the districts under his supervision each 
winter. The principal purpose was the supervision of legal administration: 
preventing delayed trials by examining the table of cases entrusted to the local 
magistrate; inspecting the quality of the jail facilities and so on. (164) Never
theless, there was also a purely judicial function in that the tao intendant was 
sometimes empowered, during his winter patrol, to complete preliminary pro
ceedings for the Autumn Assize. Then the responsibility of the governor 
and commissioners was shifted to him and the prisoners were released from 
the troublesome round trip under guard unto the provincial capital. (165 ) 

Referring: 

Another system complementary to that of obligatory review was the 
referral to a higher office of matters considered too difficult to deal with. Dur
ing the Han period, imperial orders encouraging this practice were frequent 

(158) As the personnel specializing in this service, four t'ing-wei-p'ing ~Wf were appoint~d 
(Han-shu eh. 23, Hulsewe, p. 338). 

(159) Hou-han-shu eh. 5 the 2nd and the 6th year of Yiing-ch'u, also seen in eh. 10 shang 
[i~~J§*r.]-conducted by the Empress Dowager in place of the young Emperor. 

(160) Ta-t'ang-liu-tien *fN;fq/:ti: eh. 30. Occasionally, fu-ch'iu-shih tf!ll1i (special envoys 
for judicial review) were dispatched from the central government. See Kobayakawa 
Kingo, "Tocho Shiho Seido" fgw.J'§'.l;ii#rU~ (Judicial Institutions in the T'ang Dynasty), 
in Hogaku Ronso ;ii~fnait vol. 41, 1939, p. 812. 

(161) Ming-hui-tien (wan-Ii) eh. 177. 
(162) TLTI 334-00 
(163) When the Ch'ing Code was revised in 1725, some passages which originated in the 

Ming Code and presupposed the five-yearly circuit system were deleted or modified 
on the grounds that "the system had long been in desuetude" (HTSL eh. 739, 7b: 
~E!if:!l~{JIJWlt:, J]:t{~f)fjlj; eh. 843, 18a; eh. 852, 7a). 

(164) TLTI 334-05; 334-09; 397-02. 
(165) TLTI 411-31; 411-33 
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since the review system was not yet fully established. <166) In the T'ang dy
nasty too it was decreed that complex legal cases should be referred to an 
appropriate office of the central government for a decision. <167 l Examples 
also abound during the Ch'ing dynasty, where a governor would refer a case 
to the Board of Punishmerit, as expressed in the term "tzu-ch'ing pu-shih" ~Bl 
{f~ffi (to ask the Board's opinion). However, many of the referrals concerned 
simply the meaning of newly-enacted laws, <168) problems of legal procedure, 
exaction of punishment, application of amnesty and so forth, <169l and were 
not requests for an actual decision on a case. On rare occasions, however, 
some officials asked the Board of Punishment's opinion in the form of a 
referral, without presenting the normal provisional sentence, when they saw 
an obvious contradiction in the statutes applied, or when the latter were too 
vague to permit a firm decision.<170l 

As pointed out by Jean Escarra,<171l this historical tradition laid the 
basis for the investment of the Ta-li-yila,n ::f(l.11!'.%, the supreme court in early 
Republican China, with the power to interpret the law by way of a reply to 
an abstract question. That instituiton thus had interpretative precedents as 
well as judicial ones. 

Summary: 

The above discussion may be summarized as follows: the hierarchical 
structure of judicial organs did not differ fundamentally from current ad
ministrative practices; that is, the concept of self-contained court procedure 
at each instance, <172l which we regard as an essential requirement of the judi
cature, was totally lacking. The obligatory review system was nothing but 
a mode of authority-delegating system observable in every administrative hier
archy, whereby minor matters are entrusted to the lower levels while decisions 
on important matters remains the prerogative of the top echelons. It is a 
well-known practice common to all administrative offices in contemporary 
Ja pan that, in order to reach a decision, each matter has to pass through several 
officials' hand at various levels, beginning from a planner ending at the final 
authority; and that each official puts his seal to each document passed through 

(166) Han-shu eh. 23, Hulsewe, p. 343 
(167) Niida Noboru, Toryo Shui !N45":1%ili: (Remnants of T'ang Statutes), ,1933, p. 787 
(168) For example, HTSL eh. 851, 20b-22a-on a typographical error suspected in a newly 

distributed official guidebook to corpse examination. 
(169) For example, TCLL eh. 4 [018] 62b u.; eh. 4 [001] 3a u.; eh. 4 [015] 32a u.; eh. 

4 [016] 35a u. 
(170) For example, TCLL eh. 30 [338] 38ab u.-on a contradiction perceptible between 

two sub-statutes; TCLL eh. 5 [045] 49ab u.-on the interpretation of a key-word 
in a sub-statute. 

(171) Jean Escarra, Le droit chinois, Paris, 1936, p. 283f. 
(172) Tanaka Kotaro, Ho no Shihai to Saiban ffiOJ _:~Jfcl ~ ~fU (Rule of Law and Admin

istration of Justice), Yuhikaku, Tokyo, 1960, p. 158 
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his hand. Thus, a decision is resulted from a long string of seals on a docu
ment, making the responsibility diffusively shared, in effect, among a number 
of officials. Essentialy the same mechanism, enlarged on the inter-office scale, 
was at work in the Ch'ing system of _obligatory review. 

Moreover, even that degree of decision-making power entrusted to lower 
levels with regard to minor cases was qualified by the need to submit a report 
and to satisfy the circuit inspectors. A higher official could reverse a decision 
already made or even executed by his subordinates, even when no appeal had 
been lodged, simply by exercising his supervisory authority. He could also 
take a case pending at his subordinate's court, under exceptional circum
stances, upon his own authority to conduct a hearing. 'Appeals' themselves 
were nothing but petitions intending to have such supervisory authority set 
into motion, just as these days a person, ill-treated at the window of some 
government office, can make a complaint to an official in charge at the back. 
Given the existence of such an appeal system, it was quite natural that specific 
regulations for the channelling of complaints were not provided, and that 
once accepted a case might be handed back down again to the lower court. 

3) Internal Structure of Judicial Organs 

Out of many judicial organs which existed, this section will concentrate 
upon two contrasting types, that of the chou or hsien, and that of the Board 
of Punishment. 

(i) From the standpoint of judicial function, chou or hsien could almost 
be called a single-judge court in which the magistrate acted as judge. Sub
ordinate officials had no jurisdiction over a trial; only when acting as proxy 
for the magistrate, either in his absence or when authorized by him or by a 
higher office to do so, did they concern themselves at all. When an emergency 
was reported, such as depredations by bandits, they were responsible for 
apprehending the offenders-some were specifically appointed to this task
yet, even then, these culprits were to be handed over immediately to the 
magistrate. Outside such emergencies, these officials were strictly forbidden 
to handle cases themselves. ( 173) 

Generally speaking, trials conducted by a magistrate were open to the 
public. While there were no explicit legal provisions to this effect, neither 

(173) CFTL eh. 47, 8a-9a; LA eh. 43, 85b-86b; Tzu-chih hsin-shu eh. 5, 7b-8a. There 
was a temptation to violate this prohibition because lawsuits offered a chance of 
income, particularly for the clerks and runners. Although it seems curious that some 
people actually brought suits to an official who did not have jurisdiction, they could, 
in fact, expect significant effects in overawing the other party once their suits were 
accepted anywhere. It was, so to speak, merely bylaws of the bureaucracy to deprive 
subordinate officials of jurisdiction. People saw any official as representing the gov
ernment authorities. 
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was there any special reason for secrecy.C174) While civil cases could no doubt 
be easily and conveniently resolved at a public hearing, however, cases with 
a strong criminal element such as homicide or larceny naturally required indi
vidual examination of each accomplice and witness behind closed doors before 
or after the court hearing.C175) Moreover, there was no institutional nor 
conceptual distinction made between these private hearings and those held 
in the courtroom; although the former would today be conducted by a police 
officer or prosecutor, in Ch'ing China the same magistrate dealt with both 
as one continuous process. The contrast with our present judicial system, 
rooted in the concept of the public trial, is noticeable. It should be added, 
however, that Ch'ing law prescribed that a criminal add his signature to his 
final confession in court,C176) a practice which to some extent could be con
sidered as constituting a public trial. Furthermore, it may be doubted whe
ther cases were ever concluded solely by examination behind closed doors. 

The private secretary charged with judicial affairs (hsing-ming mu-yu) 
played an important role assisting the magistrate. His duties included cal
culating the number of people to be summoned, scheduling the start of a 
trial,( 177) consulting with the magistrate on the result of a trial, and the 
formal documentary presentation of their conclusions. However, the private 
secretaries were merely advisors to the magistrate, who alone assumed full 
responsibility. They do not seem to have appeared in court, although they 
may well have eavesdropped upon the proceedings.C178) Compiling of the 
court records was done by the clerks (hsu-li), while the runners (ya-i) served 
as bailiff, who also, when needed, conducted torture by the magistrate's com
mand in order to force a person into confession. In an area where the man
darin dialect was not spoken, an interpreter was called into the court.C179) 

(174) As for memoirs by personal observers, Amagai Kenzaburo's talk in Toyobunka *~ 
Jt1~, vol. 25, 1958, p. 123; Kung Te-pai U1~tB, Yeh-shih-yil-hua fu~~ITT5, Chuan
chi Wen-hsiieh Ch'u-pan-she, Taipei, 1969, p. 53£. [~::;t~]. For the same state of 
things under the Sung and earlier dynasties, see van Gulik, op. cit., p. 20. Wang 
Hui-tsu, recommending to hear litigants in the main hall (ta-t'ang *~) of the 
hsien ya-men, said: "If one gives hearings in an office-room (nei-ya pqffi-f), one can 
make peace between the two parties but cannot exercise instructive influence on the 
public. If one gives hearings in the main hall, no less than several hundreds of 
people will listen to the proceedings standing outside the hall." (Hsileh-chih-i-shuo, 
eh. shang 15a). He also instructed as a wise method of conducting trials to appoint 
a few aged persons from among "the crowd standing outside the hall" to come in 
and tell relevant local customs (ditto eh. shang 13b). These lines visualize a scene 
of trial in the main hall. Moreover, temptations to give hearings in an office-room, 
according to him, came from the informality which enable officials to act at ease 
rather than from secrecy preferred. 

(175) Liu Heng, Shu-liao-wen-ta, eh. 2, 12b 
(176) TLTI 423-01 
(177) Tso-chih-yao-yen, 6b-7a, 15ab, hsil la. 
(178) Ditto, hsil 4b. 
(179) Oda, op. cit., vol. 5, p. 63. 
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The magistrate sat facing the table, whereas those summoned to the court 
knelt on the floor while hearing was going on. (180) 

Much of the preceding description, presumably, applied equally to pro
cedures in the fu and tao courts. 

(ii) The structure of the Board of Punishment, the highest court of 
the land, demands our full attention. As already mentioned earlier, a Board 
consisted of both directorial and clerical officials. In the Board of Punish
ment, the latter were grouped into eighteen (originally fourteen) sections 
called ch'ing-li-ssu if~'§'"]. Each section had from six to eight regular per
sonnel, half Manchu and half Chinese. All but one of the eighteen sections 
were allotted a specific geographical area, normally a province; for example, 
documents from the governor of Shantung province were dealt with by the 
Shantung ch'ing-li-ssu. Within the section, furthermore, it seems that each 
case was assigned to one official who assumed specific responsibility for it. At 
any rate, a case sent by a governor to the Board of Punishment was first 
investigated by the appropriate section, which then proceeded to draft a deci
sion as to rejection or approval. This draft, completed by the clerical officials, 
actually exerted a crucial influence upon the fate of the case, as implied by 
the fact that, when the Board of Punishment was praised for detecting a false 
charge or disciplined for an unnecessary rejection, it was often "the clerical 
official who had compiled the draft" who was singled out, rarely the direc
torial officials. (181) 

Clerical officials, however, were not authorized to make decisions. Their 
draft was presented to the directorial officials (six members, three Manchu 
and three Chinese), and a formal decision was taken only after the latter had 
discussed the case. This conference did not adopt the majority-decision pro
cedure, and a dissenting member could refuse his signature; unlike the con
ferences of the Three Judicial Offices, however, there are no clear indications 
that a minority opinion was also appended to decisions taken at the Board 
of Punishment, suggesting that a unanimous decision was invariably re
quired. (183) Strange as it may seem, this created few problems, since it was 

(180) For a picture of court scene, see Authur Smith, Village Life in China, 1899, p. 218; 
frontispieces of van der Sprenkel, op. cit. and T'ao, op. cit.. A sub-statute pre
scribes that even a member of Imperial family "should neel during the hearings in 
the same manner as common people" when he was brought to court under a criminal 
charge (TLTI 004-06). 

(181) A regulation of 1727 laid down the criteria upon which efficiency of each draft-com
piling clerical official had to be rated (HTSL eh. 842, 23b-24a). Appeals against 
judgements of the Board of Punishment were made by accusing the clerical official 
who had been in charge of the case (see note 122). 

(183) A sure indication may be found in a passage from Hsing-an-hui-lan, eh. 1, 4a: A 
clerical official committed a mistake in meting out punishment. When it was pointed 
out, some directorial officials had not signed on his draft yet. He was exempted 
from discipline on the grounds that "the situation was different from that wherein 
all directorial officials had signed and the decision on punishment was thereby 
already passed" (~J;ut¥'.fim311::, ~Ms B'.ti::*lrF1=1~). Takikawa, op. cit., p. 330, claims 
that a minority opinion was allowed, without presenting any evidence. 
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rare for the conference to wrangle at length over a case without ever reach

ing a decision. It is reported that one member of the Board's directorial offi

cials, with a long career as a clerical official under the Board and a reputation 

as an authority on law, played a central role in expediting conference pro

ceedings. <184) Moreover, when opinions were divided, the clerical official who 

had compiled the draft probably also exerted his influence to bring about 

a unanimous decision. 
Cases sent straight to the Board of Punishment for an initial hearing 

were assigned by lottery, <186) after which a clerical official conducted the in

quiry and the trial. It is unclear whether the directorial officials also con

ducted an investigation, or whether their decision was based solely upon ex

amination of the documents prepared by the clerical officials. At any rate, 

unlike the local hearings, those at the Board of Punishment were not likely 

to be open to the public.< 187) 

Cases submitted to the Three Judicial Offices followed a similar procedure: 

first, clerical officials in charge at the three offices jointly prepared a draft, 

which was then presented to their respective directorial officials. As for those 

cases to be heard initially by the Three Judicial Offices, after the clerical 

officials had jointly conducted an examination, the directorial officials from 

the three organizations also held their own inquiry for the sake of precau
tion.<188) 

It is clear from the above account that the internal working of the Board 

of Punishment, the most important wholly judicial organ in the land, in no 

wise approached the procedures which we naturally associate with a court of 

law. Too great a role was played by the clerical officials for the conference of 

directorial officials to be considered a court; yet, it would be even more in

appropriate to see the clerical officials as judges, since they had no power to 

make decisions. Ultimately, it is most appropriate to regard the Board's 

methods as resembling the division of duties in an administrative office, where 

plans are drafted at the bottom and decisions are made at the top. 

It is worthy of notice that similar methods were adopted by the judicial 

commissioner's office, the top provincial judicial organ. The judicial com

missioner corresponded to the directorial officials at the Board of Punishment. 

Only, the former had no colleagues because the tso-.erh-kuan or assistant corn-

(184) Ditto, p. 331. Takikawa heard it from Tung K'ang -~- I had an occasion, in 

1955, to be told the same story by late T'sao Ju-lin 1\'rt(~. In 1904, P'an Ch'ing

lan 7-llttl criticized this practice in his memorial to the throne (Ta-ch'ing te-tsung 

ching (kuang-hsu) huang-ti shih-lu *iff1laHR~ (:1/blt) ~'rf.fjf~, reprint, Taipei, 1964, 

eh. 533, 10a): 1fljg~¥:'g, 11:iFf@f ~¥:'i'~zm, ~JlUflii[RJ'.i:~. f•fit§tfl-, tlrt~@*· 
(186) HT eh. 56, 20ab. 

(187) Oda, op. cit., vol. 5, p. 161, states: "Trials in the Ch'ing Empire are not open to 

the public". This was likely the case as far as trials at the Board of Punishment 

and by the judicial commissioners are concerned. 

(188) HT eh. 69, 9b; HTSL eh. 1043, 5b-8a. 
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missioners had independent positions as tao intendants. This single-judge 
system differed greatly from that of the Board of Punishment, and also lacked 
the equivalent of the Board's clerical officials. On the other hand, it is well 
known that many 'fang m (chambers) were established within the judicial 
commissioner's office, most of which were assigned to a certain area just as 
were the seventeen sections at the Board of Punishment. <189) The personnel 
of the chamber can only have been composed of clerks (hsu-li), and in fact 
the available data frequently note that clerks at the judicial commissioner's 
office prepared a draft and asked for its approval.( 190) That is, one may as
sume that the judicial commissioner came to his decisions on the basis of a 
draft presented by a clerk in his office.<191 ) 

Unlike the Board of Punishment, the judicial commissioner's office made 
it its main duty to give hearings rather than to examine documents. The 
hearings were probably conducted at first in the chambers; but each criminal 
must have been given an opportunity to be heard by the commissioner him
self before his case reached the final decision. 

(189) Oda, op. cit., vol. 5, p. 72. 
(190) Wang Hui-tsu, Tso-chih-yao-yen, hsu lOab, tells an episode like a ghost-story: When 

an old clerk was preparing drafts for the Autumn Assize at night in a chamber oi 
the judicial commissioner's office, there appeared two ghosts; one was deceased 
father of an assailant in a homicide case, the other a female victim (who had com
mitted suicide from shame) in a rape case. The commissioner, while patroling in 
his office, witnessed them watching how the clerk was going to deal with each case. 
Wang, deriving an instruction thereof, states: "Clerks prepare drafts merely to ask 
for directions. on them. Nevertheless, ghosts would steal a glance at them. Those 
who make decisions on punishment with a writing brush in their hand, still more, 
should be free of c_arelessness" (l!zj~;j:f,!j, ::f :i&!mf~. ~a!Uifflz. oc.**JE:n;J!f, J:iJ o/J 
•l:j;~). HTSL eh. 146, 7a, an edict of 1736 states: "Moreover, w~ hear that, in 
the offices of [both] commissioners as well as of governors-general and govenors, it 
is the normal way of dealing with the cases forwarded from their subject districts 
to assign each document to a clerk of a chamber ordering to prepare a draft of 
the rescript and to submit the document with a tag attached" OZ.MI. '§'.]~ffi-fF5, }l 

°1-M~*~•{*, m%~~m•~· fJHJt*ii). 
(191) It is noteworthy that, in contrast to the clerks in a local magistrate's office who were 

little more than copyists and archivists, those in the judicial commissioner's office 
were planners having substantial influence on the outcome of the case. This may 
be the reason why the latter office was classified as an "closed office" (ij~:fifF5), pro
hibiting the clerks at work to communicate with the outside world. See Miyazaki, 
op. cit., in T6y6shi Kenkyu, vol. 16 no. 4, p. 6. 
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Abbreviations 

TLTl=Hsiieh Yi.in-sheng ff:ft1t· (Huang Ching-chia ~~;ii, ed.), Tu-li-ts'un-i ch'ung-k'an
pen rf~Jf¥~~flj:2[s: (A Typeset Edition of the Tu-li-ts'un-i: With a Biography of the 
Compiler and Numbering and Titles added to the Sub-statutes), Chinese Materials and 
Research Aids Service Center, Taipei, 1970. 

Statutes (lii 1') and sub-statutes (li ~J) in the Ch'ing Code (Ta-ch'ing-lii-li) are 
cited from this-instead of the next-work and referred to under the numbering 
given by Huang. 

TCLL= Ta-ch'ing-lii-li tseng-hsiu t'ung-tsuan chi-ch'eng )dW1'~Jijt{~~~ffifflG, 1899 
On reference, the section numbers according to Huang's numbering in the above 
are indicated in brackets, besides chilan and page numbers. 

HT= Ta-ch'ing-kuang-hsil-hui-tien ::km:3/t~f[$t! 
HTSL= Ta-ch'ing kuang-hsil Hui-tien-shih-li ::km:3/t~f[$t!$~J, reprint, Chung-wen Shu

chi.i, Taipei, 1963 
HT ( )=Other versions of Ta-ch'ing-hui-tien; with the era of compilation put in the 

parenthesis. 
CFTL=Ch'ing-ting liu-pu ch'u-fen-tse-li ~JE/\:ff~~:,tJ!U~J, 1886 
SuL= Chiang-su-sheng-li uJR~ ~J, 1869; hsil-pien il!ffl, 1876; san-pien .=:.ffl, 1883; ssu-pien 

!!Elli, 1890 
LA=Chang Kuang-yi.ieh '.Ji:3/GJ:3, Li-an-ch'ilan-chi ~J~~~' 1737 
LA (sup.)=Shen Ju-ch'un i'.;t~QW, Li-an-hsu-tseng-ch'ilan-chi ~J~ii!ii~~' 1759 

ch.=chilan ;?g, u.=upper half page 
[ ] = numbering or original title of a section 
Ch'ii, op. cit.: see the introductory note 
Oda, op. cit.: see note 28 


